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EVENT#; 171001-3519 

SPECIFIC CRIME; AOmESaOQXEB/ MUHPER 

DATE OCCURRED: IO-bl-17 TIME OCCURRED: 22Q8 HOURS 

LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE; MANDALAY SAY RESORT AND CASINO 

3 W.g, m VEGAg..fifi.ULS.VAR.e . 
■ ■ ' , 

CITY OF LAS VEGAS Clark County 

NAME OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT; 

DOB; 
DOB: 

RACE; 

HEIGHT: 

HAIR; 

HOME ADDRESS: 
(Nicole) 

HOME ADORE 

Social security #; 

SEX: 

WEIGHT; 

' PHONE 1; 

PHONE 2: 

TbC following is the transcription of a tape-recorded interview conducted by 
DETECTIVE D; JAPPE (DJ), P# 9992, on 10-03-17 at 1342. Also present is 
Detective J. Hanshew (JH), P# 9664. 

DJ: All right Uh, Operator this is, uhf Detective Jappe and Detective Hanshew 

conducting a taped statement wit Uh, weJre both at 

Sunrise Hospital. The date is October 3, 2017 and the time is 1:42 pm: Uh, this is 

under Event# 170- 1001-3519, urn, and we're currently at Sunrise Hospital. Uh, 

n we get your, uh, birthday real quick please? 
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DJ: Okay. And then, uh, your address? 

DJ: Okay. And then a good phone Humberto get a hold of you at? 

?: Housekeeping... 

?: Okay. 

DJ: ‘Kay; • ; 

DJ; Okay. And then, dh^^£:obid, uh, we get your birthday... 

JO:" Uh... ■ ■ , 

DJ: ...also? 

DJ: Okay. 

?; Uh, lemma put the trash... 

JC: ...uh... 

?: ...in the bin. 

DJ: And than your; um, your address? 

JC; Address is... 



DJ: Okay. And you guys are both, uh, currently - or you guys wore both at the r- uh. 

Route 90 ni~ 91 concert on Sunday night? 

DJ; Okay. Uh, we’ll 5tar^j(f'vith you* Uh, this way it'll - that way it's easier for the 

lady when she transcribes it* Uh, we'll just do, like, f- one - on© statement at a time. 

NO: Mm-hm. 

DJ: Uh, so if you just wanna explain to me, like, um, what happened I guess on - on 

Sunday night if you - whatever you remember or.., 

NC: Mm-hm* 

PJ: * * *what you can recall? 
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NO: Uh, sure, We were listening Psrfofnt Urn, I think it was about four 

or five songs in and there was a noise to our right maybe, like, what - 20 feet away? 

JG: Mm-rrm 

NO: Anci everybody just kept yelling* like, “Oh it's fireworks. Oh it’s fireworks/' So nobody 

really thought anything of it. 

DJ: Mnvhm. 

NO; And then I would say just a couple seconds later, um, I fell to the ground and | 

couldn't feel my am So I just kept yelling, “1 can't feel my arm. I can't feel my arm: ; 

I can’t feel my arm." Um, and then my aunt was with me and she was just, like... 

DJ: Mm-hm. 

NC: ^"You’re fine. Get up* Jason’s performing; What are you doing on the ground?” 

Like, and then she just saw blood coming from my arm. 

DJ: Mm-hm, 

NC: And then that’s when -1 think we were with another friend named Joni. 

DJ: Uh-huh, 

NC; They got down and then within seconds of that, like, the second round of bullets 

came through and everybody just hit the ground. 

?: .*,581888. 

NC: There was, like, just a bunch of people on top of us - on top me specifically, Uhn, and 

then when it stopped we knew we had to get up to get going. And I remember not 
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being able to get up, I remember just life, "Get off me, Get off me. Get 

off me." 

DJ: Mm-hm, 

NC: But there was people on top of her. $6 she couldn't get up. But we finally ended up 

getting up and then running to - the way that the stage was set up, we were on the 

right-hand side. 

DJ: Uh-huh, 

NC: Urn, there was a bar down the middle. And we were just past, like, the camp- or the 

light guy/ So we ran to, like, Where the first nook was ‘cause more bullets started 

showing - shooting again. So we got down. And then when they stopped we got 

; back up and ran to almost, like, the middle... 

JC: Right. 

NC: .:.of the asphalt kind of by where that Sunglass Hut was. And they started shooting 

again. And i remember l got behind a garbage can. Urn, and that was the point we 

stopped a little longer than we wanted to. My fault, Because I had my phone in my 

hand and I had a backpack on. So I wanted to just put my phone in my backpack so 

i didn't have to worry about it 

DJ: Mm-hm. 

NC: So I put my bag in my left hand and I realized I couldn't use my hand; Um, and that's 

when my aunt ended up taking my backpack from me. Um, and then it was still the 
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three of us running together. Uh, when the bullets stopped we ran to the porta potty 

section, urn, neer the exits off of-I don't know what that road is called. 

JC: I think... 

NC: It's not,,. 

JQ: ...uh, people... 

NC: ..;Reno. 

JC: .. .say - keep saying it’s Reno. It's not: 'Cause Reno is. .. 

NC: It’s not Reno:.. 

JC: ...this way. 

NC: ...though. 

JC: Reno's this way and we were on a street that... 

NC: Yeah. 

JC: ...Reno kind of... 

NC: It was kind of - it wasn't that straight 

JC: ...veers around the venue, 

JC: You know? 

DJ; Yeah I know what you Ye talkin'about, 

NC: tike, if Las Vegas Boulevard is here, it's parallel oh the Other side of the venue: 
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JC; Right. 

DJ: OKay. 

NC; Sows ran... 

JC: It’s a small little street. 

NC: Yeah. It was a little street. 

DJ: Right Okay. 

NC: SO we ran out there, urn, and there was people, like, ducking everywhere. And then 

there was a bunch of cop cars; 

PJ: So you guys were, like, running away from the strip that... 

NC: We were running away... 

JC; Yeah. We were going towards... 

NC: ...from the strip. 

JC: ,..Hooters. 

DJ: Okay. 

NC: Mm-hm. : 

DJ: Okay. 

NC: Yeah we just - well when you look at the festival map it says the entrances are on 

las Vegas Boulevard. There's two of’em. 



DJ: Right 

NC: ...of the road, And we had exited - i had exited from there on Friday night 

DJ; Mm-hm. 

NC: Um, so we exited at that same exit, When we got on that street there was just a 

' .i. ".bUnksft_-.pf 

you cat! it but, like, they had their guns out 

DJ: Mm-hm. 

NC: Um, and there was just a bunch of bodies behind and under the cars that were 

wounded or sh- like... 

JC: Just taking cover, 

NC; „:yeah. Taking cover. 

DJ: Yeah, Np thafs okay. You coi|id, uh. you could^. 

JC: But.,, 

DJ: „,st!iitalk, I just,, 

JH: This is really,.. 



DJ: 
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...when I said, like, to keep it, like, separate, like, I didn't want it, like; um, like, you 

say a line and then, like, you spy a.., 

JC: Uh-huh. 

DJ; ...line and then.., 

JC: Right 

DJ: ...it,*-get it - it’d foe very confusing later on. 

JC: No, I understand, 

NC: Understand it. yeah, -V-; ■ ■.. - ■'■/■v ■ 

DJ: Yeah, 

NC: Um, so we ran across the street and that’s when I saw it but she didn’t see it There 

was a - so by Reno there was a bunch of cop cars. Arid then closer to Where the exit 

were, there was a bunch of cop cars. I’m walking in-between, there’s a guy dressed 

in black holding, like* a giant black rifle in his hand. 

DJ: Okay. 

NC: And he had his hands up, like, he was, like, surrendering. Um, and everybody just 

kept yelling, like, “Oh my gosh, that’s the shooter,” or, That’s one pf them. He's 

surrendering. He’s surrendering,” Um, I don’t know what that was. 

DJ: Okay. 

NC: Um, it definitely wasn’t, like, a police officer or.:. 
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...like, SWAT, I mean it might have been. I don't know, Um, so then we ran across 

Reno to Hooters, pm, we were gonna walk around Hooters but then everybody 

came from the back of Hooters running sayihg there was another shooter. Um, and 

there was a guy directing people to, like, the underground, like, kitchen area of... 

DJ: Mm-hrrt 

NO: ...Hooters. And he was, like, “Hey. If you're staying at this hotel oOrhe in here. 

Come in here, Come in here," We Weren’t staying there but we were going in there. 

DJ: Definitely. 

JC: He didn’t have a choice. 

NC: Yeah; I'm, like... 

DJ: Right. Right 

NC: ,;,Tm not staying here.” And you can’t validate that 

DJ: Right. 

NC: Um, so we ran in there. We were a little lost at first ’cause we just didn't Know where 

we were. We ended going left and then ended up in the casino area, um, walked 

through and just tryin' to find a door that was open because everything was locked, 

PJ: Yeah, 

NC: And we went to, like, a kitchen restaurant area and somebody was saying, like, “Oh 

they’re, uh, gonna be opening this door soon/’ So there's a bunch of people waiting 
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there. But we found a door that was open on, like, the left side so we ran out that 

way. And that put us on -1 don't know what thetstreet was called. That’s where we 

got to - almost to Coco's, right? 

JC: Tropicana, 

NC: Yeah, So we ran out past, uh, Coco’s- We tried going into Coco's to see if 

somebody could drive us to the hospital, 

DJ: Mm-hm. 

NO:. ...but the doors were closed, 

JC: Like, they probably r they all were not in the kitchen ‘cause there were no patrons,.. 

NO: 'Yeah-'; , 

JC: ...and the door was locked and It’s not normally locked at that time. 

NC: Yeah.: 1 

DJ: Okay. 

NC: So there was a gas station there was a bunch of people there just, like, hiding and 

ducking behind cars at that point too. So we got to the street and we were, like, “We 

just need to get in a car to get to the hospital/1 So there was a cab in the left-hand 

turn lane, urn, and we were, like. “Hey pan you, like/drive us?,r And he just, like, 

didn't roll down the windows, didn't say anything and just, like, did this. 

DJ: Uh-huh. Well... 

NC: And so we were - had some choice words to say. 
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QJ; Definitely. 

JC; D.«. 

DJ: Exactly, I would too. 

NC: Um, and than in that same intersection but in the, like, the right-hand turn lane hut 

not quite in the curve of the lane there’s, like, this big stretch limo truck with a guy, 

like, out the window, like, taking a picture. 

NO; So we ran up to him and was, like, uHey, like, we really need to get to the hospital. 

Can you take us?* And he, like, pointed behind him and was, like, “Oh there’s'a 

bunch of ambulances over there,” like, HGo walk over there,'1 And, like, she Knew, 

like, those ambulances were probably there to go get the people back who were.,, 

NC: ...in the venue still, 

DJ: Mm-hm. 

NC: Urn, so again we had choice words to say to that... 

DJ: Right, 

NC: ...man. 

DJ; Yeah. 
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DJ; That’s surprising Okay, 

NO: Yeah, There vyas nobody in his car either. So we kept,,; 

DJ: Right, 

NC: ...walking. We were by the airport... 

JC: The,.. 

NC; ...I wanna say... 

JC: Executive airport: '.■■■:■ i-r'V'---:":' /■ 

NC: ,„um, and we only got maybe, like, I don’t know - 30 feet and the iimo came back to 

get us. And we got.. 

JC: Like, he turned the corner and... 

NC: Mm-hm. He turned the corner and was; like, "I’m so sorry. Like, this is the right thing: 

to do.” So we both got in the passenger seat Umt 0- she was on the phone with her 

son who is a corrections officer,.. 

DJ: Okay. 

NC: ...with Metro, um, just explaining what was going on because our - the person that 

you talked to in the hallway. 

DJ: Mm-hm. 

NC: ...she got separated from us. And We found out that she was at MOM, 
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DJ: Mm-hm. 

NC: So we needed somebody to go get her to make sure that she Was safe because we 

knew we were getting... 

JC: She was actually at... 

JC: ...Tropicana now.,. 

NC: ...oh (thought.; 

NC: ...she was at MGIVL, 

NC: ...the whole time. 

NC: Hm. Um, so then he dropped us off at the hospital she works at - she's a respiratory 

therapist at... 

JC: Desert Springs. 

NC: ...Desert Springs, 
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NO: So we went through the back and got in and then she got, like, fluids on me and stuff- 

And then within 15 minutes the hospital,,. 

Child: I have to go though. 

NO: „,the hospital.,, 

JO: i have work so I gotta stay, 

NO: -.was full. 

\ ■=r.;V! ■' CrV.-'i^..v v; '■ ^ '' /■' 

NC: The hospital was on lockdown and people were arriving by pickup trucks, 

DJ: Okay, And then they,,, 

NC: And then I was gonna.,, 

DJ; .^transferred you.., 

JC: Mm-hm. 

NC: ,„no, So then - there were so many severe injuries,.. 
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NC: .„uh, and I, like, sh- i- she knows more than i do hut, like, 1 could Walk and 1 could 

DJ: Mm-hm. 

NC: ...so they were taking at) those people to Sunrise Hospital, 

DJ: Mm-hm. 

NC: So 1 was the first one to leave that hospital, They put me In an ambulance and took 

me to Sunrise* When I got to Sunrise it was just, like, chaos. Like'.., 

;Oh;.y^ie»h,'Ti:'?■:'".V-.r'.',.'V-':■ "'V;'-"'VTJ 

NC: : Jt was very - a very different experience than the one that I had at that,,. 

JC: Well,.. 

NC: ...hospital. 

JC; ...that's ‘cause when we got there I put you in a room... 

JC; „,and it was chaos everywhere else in the ER, 

JC; Uh-huh. 

NC: So they just, like, took a chest X-ray, put morphine in and then there - loo* rooms - 

everything was full People were just in hallways in stretchers. 
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NC: So they put me there. And then l was there for... 

Child: Well maybe.., 

NC: ...maybe,,. 

Child: .J'm not Sure, 

NC: , ..three hours. 

JC: Yeah. No... 

Child: No. 

NC: And they couldn't get names of everybody just because there were so many people; 

So they just had a paper and they just Wrote, liKe, “She had morphine^ They had an 

X-ray, But because they took the X-rays before my registration they couldn't tie it to 

me so they couldn’t diagnose What was the issue; Urn, so eventually somebody 

came over, they did more X-rays, they put me in a sling and I left with my boyfriend, 

my aunt andmnthe girl that was down there. 

DJ: Okay. 

NC: ‘Cause she went in the ambulance with mev 

DJ: Okay. And then -so you w- you were releasedfrom the hospital -Sunrise.,. 

NC: i was discharged,,, 
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NC: ..maybe si, like, 2:3Q... 

JO: Three - not - yeah, 

NC: ..yeah. 

JC: I w.« 

NC: ...2:3Qor3:00am. 

JC: ..Td say about 2:45,3:00, 

DJ: Okay. And then.. 

NC: They sent me home with a prescription and a piebe of paper that said a doctor’s 

name and phone number on it. 

DJ: For yog to contact later? 

NC: The next morning. Yeah. 

DJ: Okay, But then, u... 

DJ: ...you were shot in your shoulder, right? 

NC: Yeah. 

DJ; Or - okay. 

NC: Mm-hm. 

DJ: And then that’s why you came back. 
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NG: Soyeah, Thoy toW Iwouid just have to Keep it in a sling, Um, and when they did 

the first X-rays, they were, like, 4lOh there5s no fragments. There's nothing, like, 

you're, you know, you have a broken bone.” 

DJ: Mm-hm. 

NO; Urn, so we ended up coming here r was it yesterday,,, 

JC: Mm-hm. 

NG; ...yesterday morning, uht to the ER and they did a CAT scan and found that there is 

; : shrapnel: and there's a bunqh of just, like, fragmented bone everywhere, And I think, 

my collarbone's broken and my... 

JC: Collarbone, clavicle and humerus. 

?: Information on... 

DJ: Okay. ■ , 

?: ...(unintelligible)... 

JC: And you Ye got a bone fragment and shrapnel in there. 

?: ...whose shots... 

JC: ...uh... 

?; ...are being,.. 

PJ; And then the surgery today... 

NQ; Surgery (yninteliigible). 
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DJ: ,Misto,uh,„ 

JC: Repair and fix everything., 

DJ; :,.try to take the hone out and try tp repair.,. 

JC: Yeah, 

DJ: ...okay, 

JC: Pm sure he's gonna take what he can out. 

DJ: Okay, 

JC: As far - the main reason that they did the CAT sean to see what would - 'cause the, 

you know, it's a 3D... 

JC: ...and then also to see that there was no vascular damage. And... 

?: Thank you. 

JC; ,„as far as they could tell there was none, 

DJ: Okay. And you were apie to, iike, feet your, uhv, 

NO: Right. 

DJ: ...hand again and move your fingers and stuff? 

NC: Yeah, i could move my hand, 

DJ: Okay. All right 

NC: Yeah. 
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All right, So that guy - and 1 don't - maybe you know better to that - that guy that you 

sdw in all black that was holdin5 the rifted 

NO: Miihhm, 

DJ; ...were there cop® around him eventually? Like, did you see cOps. 

NG; Mm-mm, 

DJ: approach him or anything or,,. 

NO: No, So when I started seeing him, u-1 can’t remember that street but it was at the 

corner of Reno and that street:. And there’s ^ And, like, he was 

moving slowly, like, not in a rush. Calm, puts his hands up; Andl didn’t see anybody 

go after him but we weren’t really paying attention to be honest with you, 

DJ; Right Just wanted to get out of there; 

JC: I didn’t see him. ' 

?; Did be have,., 

NC: Mmm. 

?: ,.,a strap On his gun or somethin’? 

NC; He was holding it. 

?: Oh up in the air... 

NC: Mmm. 

?: ...with his hands up? 
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NO: Like, it was vertical in his hand. 

DJ: Okay. Okay. AH right. And o you have anything different on,. 

DJ; .,o~ or, like, eh, more, like, more,,. 

JC; No. We were watching... 

DJ: ...to add on? 

JC: ...no. We were watchingi uh, Jason perform, l hear the pop, pop, pop, I actually 

thought fire^ the way M I felt |[te something was" 

happening with the sound system. 

DJ: Mm-hm. 

JC; And then I -1 mean, like, U*1 just remem- she's behind me. 

DJ: Mm-hm. 

JC: I’m here, My friendJJ^vas here. And I just heard her say that she couldn’t feel 

her arm. And I'm, like, HOh wimpy Chimp.” You know? Like, and i had turned around 

and l see the blood and then it dawns on me. And I just got down and said, you 

know, I just pulled it back and I said ft’s a, you know, l think I said it Was a flesh 

wound, I just, uh, and Vmf like, “There's obviously an active shooter. We have to get 

out of here." You know. So then you’re thinking about everybody behind you 

because.,. 

NC: We weren’t at the front, 
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JC: - -.where it's deep:.. 

CM: Mrrirhm, 

JC: ...you Know. 

DJ: Yeah, 

JC: And when I’m down crouched over her, uh, you know, her friend was over here, I 

don't - honestly don’t even -1 didn’t even see my friend Angel over here. But i look 

over here and there's a guy down Already - already gone. 

JC:; Uhn, so when it stopped! just said, “We have to go. We Have to go. We cannot stop. 

We have to go,’1 And then he started Shooting again when we got to the bar which I 

would say maybe was 20 feet And everybody, like, they didnJt use the tables. They 

knocked the tables over, They weren’t behind them. So I didn’t wanna stay there. 

Uh, so then it stopped and we went again. And we were, like, 1 do remember her 

going behjn- behind the garbage can but 1 don’t feel like 1 went behind anything, 

NO: Mm-hm. 

JC: 1 was just trying to look. 

DJ: Mm-hm. 

JC: And so we went over by the porta potties. And 1 said, ’We can't stay here,; There's a 

fenced She couldh't go over the fence and \ was not gonna stay there trapped, 
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JC: So we came back out arid then we went - ] don't really -1 just feel like it was a gate 

that was open. I, you know, it wasn’t like the exit at the front. It Was different. And 

we went out and I just remember the street Kind of, you know, like, maybe there Was, 

like, a little median or something but there were two cop cars, doors open/ They 

were definitely, like, in tactical position and they were also trying; to take care of the 

people. And there was something over here, Maybe it was a cop car. 1 don't know. 

But it wasn't people running. You know. 

DJ: Mm-hm, 

JC; Urn, the-yeah. I-l think... 

NO; ...(unintelligible) they were going to get out of the way, 

JC: ...there was maybe another cop car farther. Or maybe that was Reno, Yeah that 

was Reno by the ambulances, Anyway so then we went towards the parking lot, like, 

you had to get up ob- up and over stuff and there was, uh, the kitchen door was 

open, And We just -1 don't remember anybody saying anything, I, you know, I just * 

we just went in. I just k- "We have to Keep moving," We got inside there. People are 

talking about hiding. Pm, like, ‘We're not hiding in here. Pm not - we're not staying 

here. We have to keep going." 

DJ: Mm-hm. 

JC; Because I don’t know if he’s on the ground, You only know after it’s all over, said and 

done that heTs high. 
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JC: Ho could be - they could be walking in surprising fire on everybody. That was not 

happening to me; And I just wanted to get her to the hospital. Urn, so that's when i 

called And, you know, pf course 1 heard his voice and I kinds lost it a 

little bit And I just told him,‘'Son there’s an active shooter down here. Um, I don't 

have;fPpR She got separated from us. I - i do know she’s at MGM,” which - when 

we talk about it after the fact I don't know if she was really at MGM or Tropicana, 

DJ: Right. 

JG: 'Cause she said she didn’t cross thd street but 1 don't know if that matters. I just told 

him, um, you know, that she was hit and that it Was - but she was stable and we were 

walking and that I was gonna make it to my hospital. 

DJ: Mm-hm. 

JC: So i called my other Son, urn, and - who's 17 and I told him, (tJust go to Desert 

Springs." So, um, then we ran into the cab, He wouldn’t let us/Ch-choice words for 

DJ: Choice. 

JO; Then we saw ^ so we, you know, the * the Tropic- you know how, uh, Koval turns? 

DJ: Yeah. 

JC: You know, you could see the McCarren, the airport sign for the, um, executive airport 

and I see the bus. I, you know, he wasn’t ready to turn yet, you know, like, he was 

going slow and h© was videoing or taking pictures. 
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DJ: Right 

JC; And understandable. Because he's seeing a sea of people coming. He doesn't 

know why. 

DJ: Right. 

JC: Urn, and then there was ambulances and a cop car down there. But, you know, i feel 

like they were in staging position at that point, 

DJ: Mm-hm. 

JC: ^hey knew something was happening. So T wasn't going that way. I wanna - t just 

wanted to go away. 

DJ: Correct: Yeah. 

Jp: Because nothing was corhing this way. It Was all coming this way. That was my * 

you know what i mean - what Isaw-we passed at least i5,20 bodies down... 

DJ: Mm-hm. 

JC: ./.you know, in trying to get out Urn, and so he got us in the car, We got, uh, to 

Desert: We turned on I think it’s Burnham, I should know the street. I work there. 

Urn, the, um, the, uh,„ 

?: Excuse me. 

?: They're talking to us (unintelligible) so you got this room. 
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- the, uh, you know, there was, like, a truckload of people being dropped off* We just 

went into the back p&rt of the €R by the ambulance bay. 

PJ; Mm-hm. 

JC: And, uh, 1 got her put into, uh..* 

?: (Unintelligible). 

JC: ...bed 10. You know, I work there so I was just, like, you know, we got her situated**, 

71 vvahna see. V1.^;'-'^-.0:'/ 

?: (Unintelligible)* 

JC: ...and I went to help because it was crazy... 

DJ: Right 

JC: ...by - they were, like, intubating people left and right* People with coding. 

?; (Unintelligible). 

JC: It was, you know, I'm hearing, Xode Blue” in the lobby. My son’s - my aon^f^st 

let his badge hang and - and him and my other son just helped in the * in the - in -1 

just was going back and forth* And then I came back and they had taken her. 

JC: You know, and they just told me, “We - they took... 
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...your niece to Sunrise/ So I helped for a little while longer and then we went over 

there. And they jii'st, uh, that was really kind a, like, on lockdown. But then, you 

know,,. 

OJ: Yeah. 

JC; ...you know, tbey didn't let anybody go hack. Understandable. Urn, but I will say l 

don1! -1 -1 really haven't watched TV but I don’t fee! like there was only One person 

shooting. 

DJ: Okay. ■ 

JC: I feel like there more in there. 

DJ: Okay: 

JC: I feel like the, eh, first - the first shots... 

NO: There was no way, 

JC: .Jt was different. the sound was different 

DJ: Mm-hm. 

JC: And when - now granted I know that when you * then another thing too is, you know, 

when it - when the - when the music stopped, you Know, you're - you’re just.. 

NO: I knew when the music had stopped... 

JC: ...you know, you literally -1 just kicked into a mode Of, ‘We have to get out of here/ 
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You know, um, and T feci bad 'cause 1 didn't wait for didn’t, you know, her 

friend was With us, She was lucky 'cause I wasn’t waiting for her. 

OJ; Mm*hm, 

JO: I just grabbed her. 

DJ: Right. 

JC: And, um, but I just feel, like, like, and another thing too- I’m hearing also that it’s a .8 

08. That is not no ,3 08 round. 

DJ: Mm7hm. :->r:;V' 

JC: That's smaller caliber. Or I don't know, i mean I just feel like if you saw the size of 

her wounds, ah-1 just -1 just - i-d- i don‘t know if somebody was on the ground. I feel 

like mpre people would have been mowed down if that was the case. Um, but l just 

feel; like there was more than: one person. 

NC: i thought so too. 

DJ: Did you guys ever tell, like, urn> from seeing* like, the bullets hit the ground or 

anything like that, could you guys ever tell, like, where - where that shot.., 

JC: No. I never saw any. And honestly^, 

NC; I didn't See,,, 

JC: „.you know,,. 

NC; ,..i was as scared as her- 

JC: ,J mean 1 literally Was* like* this oyer her, 
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?: Mm4m 

DJ; Mm-h'm. 

JQ: 1 didn’t wanna lose rhy bearing, I didn’t wanna come all the way down. Like, I felt like 

if I did 1 couldn’t get up to get.. 

DJ: Mm-hm. 

JC: ,..her up, you know. 

DJ: Right 

JO: ’Cause she went down this way, Um, but that's when 1 saw that guy. • He was gone; 

DJ: Mm-hm, ! 

JC: You know, so I -1 don’t -1 don’t know if that was -1 - I feel like she was hit with the 

first rounds. Like, we heard pop, pop, pop and I don’t know what the smoke was. It 

could have been somebody smoking. 

Jiiil 
JC: But because the noise and seeing the smoke I associated it that way, 

DJ: Mm-hm. 

JC: But I just feel like sound, there was more than one, 
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JC; Like; the sound of the weapon. But then my neighbor just saw -1 went to let her dog 

out and my neighbor, you know, comes arid hugs me and, "Are you okay?'’ And they 

say that- that the guy had.,. 

?; Multiple.,; 

JC: ...two areas set up. But I don't know if thefs separate guns. I don't know, You guys 

know that I don't know that 

DJ: Right. 

JC: But it just.. 1 ,.. ■ v ■ . -1 1 V V ;, ■ '/! i , ■:,,i; 

DJ: Okay: 

JC: ...sounded like - and then when we were in Hooters people started coming in from 

Hooters. The... 

?; Mm-hm, 

JQ: you know, more cowboy, cowgirl, you know people.,, 

JC: ...from the concert coming in this way like there was something else, that there Was 

another shooter... 

?: Mm-hm. 

JC: and it was at New York, New York, 

DJ: Right. 
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JG: And I donl -1 don’t Know that to he true, I literally honestly -1 did not dare. I was*-, 

DJ: Right 

JG; ..just going away from it. 

PJ: No you just gotta care for yourself at that - at that point, 

JO: Because*,, 

DJ: Yeah. 

JG: , Jtwas literally I feet tike I didn't know if they were on the ground coming towards us. 

JO: But l just felt like it was more than one. 

DJ: i Okay. 

JO:; And I don’t know if that’s right or not. I don’t- I don’t.i 

DJ: And-and we’re still doing that Investigation urn, goih’over everything:,, 

JC: Right, 

DJ: ...and... 

JC: I know that it’s still fresh. That’s Wh... 

DJ: ...and veiwin’ all the video- I mean that’s - good news was 1 was on the strip. There '*■ 

it was on the strips and there’s,,. 

JC: Oh so much surveillance. 
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JC: That's gopd. 

DJ: ...tons of video cameras and everything like that, So we'll do that. Um,we could talk 

a little bit more, uh, offthe record, or like that; Do you guys have any questions or 

anything further while still here? 

JC: Mmm. 

NC: i didn't know that they were bullets. IVe heard guns. 

DJ; Mm-hm, 

NC: And I just didn’t, Hke/I would ever have thought that that Was.,; 

DJ: Right. And I mean we even had a -! mean... 

NC: It wasn't that familiar sounding, 

DJ: obviously there was tons pf police officer^ there that were off duty enjoying the 

concert also. And they also thought that it was, like, the speakers crackling or... 

NC; Yeah, That's what-.. 

JC: Yeah. 

NC: ,it sounded like. 

DJ: ...(unintelligible):.! 
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NO: ...(unintelligible). 

JC; ...yeah it really did like, you thought, like, somethin’ - arid ~ but Jason up there 

singing, it wasn't, like, ‘cause, you know, they'll pop the thing out, like, to, you know, it 

wasn’t... 

QJi Yeah. 

...because the night before had a issue, you know, so I didn’t think 

anything of it But he just moved from that area, like, it was, like, that was a loud 

area' on the stage.; So he moved.; 

JC: ...uh, back and it stopped. 

DJ: Mnvhfn. 

JC: So I didn’t know; But I -1 definitely feel like - ’cause, urn, like, we didn’t even go to 

the right side, like we did test * the last time we went. But it was definitely dyer there 

that stuff was happening. So, like, noise, 

NO: Well that’s why I was confused until Joni last night told us. Because I was, like, if I 

was facing the stage, how would I have gotten,.. 

JC: No. You turned. 

NC: ...shot? 

JC: You had to have. 

NC; But that’s when she reminded* 
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JC: ' Because... 

NO: ...us that we heard those noises. So we physically turned... 

DJ: Mm-hm. 

Np: ..Towards the strip* And that's when those noises roust have been gunshots 

because that’s when I got hit 

NC: ‘Cause... 

, DJ: And did it go all the way through or did .it.,' '■ 

NC: Mm-hm: 

JC: It went all the way th,.* 

JC: But she does... 

JC: ...have shrapnel in there... 

?: (Unintelligible). 

JC: ...so I don’t know. 

JC: Well see. 
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?: Do we want him to Wait in here arid out there? 

DJ; Uh, i don't- Hi -I’ll, 

JH: I’ll - HI run out. 

DJ; \J don't think it would be necessary,;, 

?: Okay, 

PJ; .,;uhi but HI find out 

?! (Unintelligible), 

DJ: Urn, we’re gonna go from Do ydu have any other questions? 

JH: ; .1 don’t; 

Dd: L. 

NC: Are - are those videos, om: 

JC: He -1 guess... 

NO: 

JC: .„tho$e were all 

NC; Oh, 

JC; And I thought that,. 

PJ; She sent - she sent m© four videos. 

JC: ,„yeah, i thought that l took ‘em. She sent ’em to -1 thought i accidentally - when 

called my son, like, turned,.. 
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04: Mm-hm. 

JC: ...you know, but I could - you could barely get out. like,,. 

04: Right, ; 

JC: -i didn’t call him until we worn f- out, likei, where \ felt like we Were safari,. 

04: Right 

JC: ...because the phones didn't work very well in there. 

DJ: Right 

NC: Yeah it was pretty, Uh... -r.-. ■'\V;v-^ v' 

JC: But once you got close to the stage you - you didn’t have service. 

DJ: Right 

NC: Like, 1 called him when we ran from the - when I got shot area to the bar area I called 

him -1 hear him say, “Hello?” And then I couldn’t connect. Not able to,.. 

DJ: Okay. ' 

NC: ...connect. 

DJ: Yeah, I - it - the Service is very -i mean When you get a large congregated group 

NC: Yeah. 

DJ; ...people all the stuff like that, that-s, like,.. 
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Well and then when we I think feel, like, even just later into the night, you Know, you 

would make a phone call after we were safe.,. 

DJ: MnWm 

JC; ...and no circuits are - well and understandable; Everybody was tryin' to, 

DJ; Right. 

JC: ...you know,./ 

DJ: Everybody... 

-JO/;/ ...figure oui.. ■J;/: -J-.:■ ^f'h,' .■;■--i.V-■?'■.:V-'I- 

DJ: ,„,cail out and callin' in and ail that stuff. 

JC: It was insanity. 

DJ: Mm-hm. 

JC; And I feel like it was handled very well by, you know, for what happened. 

DJ; WIm-hm, 

JC: ;,jt was, you know, I just feel bad for the people whp went down in there that, you 

know, you know, who know -1 d- I don't know how long it was before Somebody 

could go in or anything.;. 

DJ: Mrrhhm. 

NC; Yeah, 

JC; ^,you know, because,,. 
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NC: It didn't stop, 

JO; . J«it fait like d really long time; 

DJ: Definitely, 

NC: Right 

dC: And i know that it wasn't but,. 

NO: The shots were*.. 

JC: ...like, the last picture that I took,., 

NC: . bringing out, We were laying on the ground across the street 

JC: ../you know, it was 7 it was a very shod time, 

DJ: Right 

JC: So... 

NC: Right. 

?: I’m sorry. 

DJ: Okay, Weil we’ll - well end this, uh> recording right now. The time is, uh, 0209 

hours. 

?: Okay. lets... 

THIS VOLUNTARY STATEMENT WAS COMPLETED SUMMERLIN HOSPITAL MEDICAL 
CENTER, 357 N* TOWN CENTER DRIVE, LAS VEGAS, NV 89144, 
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conducted as part of a continuing investigation involving the incident at the Mandalay 

Bay Resort and Casino, uh, which occurred on October 1, 2017 under Event# 

171001-3519. Uh JMI um* c°Mld you please try to give us, uh, what you recall 

from the incident - where you were at the time and - and what you remember? 

PCS: Yeah. Urn, so I was about 50 meters - 50 to 100 meters away from the stage where 

Jason Aldean was performing, Uh, tie was in about his fourth Song of the set and I 

was with a group of five other girls - so there’s six of us total They were ail standing 

in front of me. I was behind them, uh, ya Know, doing the casual dancing, singing to 

.Tv''r:-.. WL ■ - i -'i I:',H ,V-:- 

DW: On, uhT as far as the stage were you on the left part of the stage or the right-hand 

■ side of the... ' ■ 

PG: ' The... , 

DW: -.'"Stage? , 

PG: ...lefthand side of the stage. 

DW: So tookin1 at t^e stage ygu were on the left-hand side? >; 

PG: ' Yeah. i. ■ 

DW: Okay. 1 ' ■■ ■?*-%. ' ' \ 

PG: Yeah. So L, ' ' ' 

DW: Okay. 

PG: ...was... 
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PG: . J was diagonal from the Casino. 

DW: Okay. 

GO: The, um, the friends tNt you warn with - five other ffiandsF» 

PG: Mm-hm. 

GO: ...do you - do you have their names? 

..A ■■■}. - - ■ ■-' ■ .-.■■■■: ■':■ ■ ; 

GO:. Okay. 

PG: Urn, but yeah. They were af| with me. They were ail uninjured, urn;,; 

GO: ■ Okay. , 

PG; ...luckily. So we’re in - we're listening to perform. I heard what I thought was 

firecrackers so I looked around thinking they’re in the sky somewhere^ Urn, and next 

thing I know the sound replicated again and that’s when I realised that I had some 

sprt of pressure on my ribcage, uh, near my right breast l reached down thinking 

somebody had spilt their drink on me or something - hot really kinds putting two and 

two together Until I realized that my hand was warm and red and that’s when it kind of 

hit me that I was just shot. 1dm, I immediately fell to the ground/ As doing so I called 

out to my friends --^WRand^HMi They immediately turned around, uh, of 

course in panic were distraught but they fell to the ground with me, started applying 
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pressure, trying to remain calm, D- that point there was already a lot more gunshots 

being fired off, Um, so a lotta people tried to run and a lot of them tried to run over us 

but they fell on top of us. And so there was a group -1 don't know the numberbut it 

was a; group of guys and others that pulled everybody off of me and my friends and 

created a barrier so they weren't gonna, you know, run into me saying, ‘This person 

just got shot This person just got shot,'’ Um, after it Kihda cleared up the gentleman 

and my friends picked me up, still applying pressure, moved me closer towards the, 

uh. suites that they had on the left side of the stage, um, there at the venue. They 

shot at They're still trying to apply pressure so they moved me once more to the 

, other side. Um, at that point some gentleman - i don’t know his name - he was a 

paramedic on scene. He was enjoying the concert himself. He was shot. He took 

his belt off, created the tourniquet and continued to help me, Um, so at that point 1 s- 

- was starting to feel a little bit of the pain. I think it was more of the adrenaline and 

shock. I didn’t really know what was going on. They then moved me into the middle 

of the street where we tried finding any car that was taking people or that was left 

unattended with keys in it Um, we pulled up to - or a truck pulled up and we 

attempted to get into that truck but they are already full and they took off. And then 

another gentleman drove up. His name didn't catch his last name. He 

drove a white, um, Chevy Silverado, And he immediately helped my friends throw 

me in the back of his truck along with two other victims that were shot, Um, at that 

point 1 kinda was understanding what .had happened. I kept tryip’ to have my friends 
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remain calm, i w~ - hadn’t lost consciousness so f knew if l was going to I started 

rattling off all, like, the numbers I had memorized ‘cause I lost my phone for them to 

contact my family members. Um, while weTe in the back of the truck on the way to 

Spring Valley the other two gentlemen that were in the truck with me they're having 

CPR performed on them. Um, I never looked at them. My friends didn't have me 

look. Supposedly the gentleman closest to me was shot in the head and the other 

one was shot in the neck and they both didn't make it when we got to the hospital. 

Um, so then we got into the hospital. Uh, again I was still conscious. Um, me being 

■••-t-Well me I was cracking jokes with the hurses, trying just, you know, not really ;. 

process what had just happened. Um, they immediately got my name, put me in 

triage and had me wait a little bit because 1 was one of the more stable victims. They 

then x-rayed me, gave me pain pills and then sent me in for a GT scan: Um, they 

found that they had the entry and exit wound from my breast - right breast. Um, and 

itit exited outta my back. Uh, I fractured my eighth and eleventh ribribs. There's 

a small laceration on my lung, er, my liver and part of the fragments from my ribs 

punctured the sac around my lungs which caused a little bit Of bleeding, um, in there. 

They've been monitoring that ever since. Luckily I didn't have to go into surgery. 

They immediately just stapled the wound shut and sent me back and aorta just 

pumped me with mods and tryin’ to get me better. Um, and.then after 1 was there for 

a while they sent me to the ICU and it wasn't until today that l was released from the 

JCU and, uh, now we're here. 

DW: Okay. That's a... 

"v 
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(PG) 

GO: $ir. 

?: She’s a.. 

GC: I just.;. 

((Crosstalk)) 

?: ...(unintelligible) girl. 

GC: Can't think... 

DW: She’s keepin’... 

DW; She's keepin’ her friends calm when she - that’s amazing. Well we’re glad you're 

okay. That’s for sure. 

PG: Appreciate it. 

GC: So is there... ■ ■ 

DW: So, um, as far - and the volleys, urn, was it just rapid gunfire that you heard or was 

PG: Yeah. Um, so I’ve been around gunfire. I own guns, you know* We've been to 

: shooting ranges. Um, it Was definitely not a sound I was, like, Recognizable with. 

Um, it - like 1 said, sounded like firecrackers definitely. That’s just the speed that the - 

they’re being fired off! knew was probably automatic weapon, Um... 

DW: Could you tell what direction, what angle, where they were cornin’ from? 
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PG: Um;., 

DW: Close, far, up high, on the ground? , 

PG: Definitely up high. Uh, farther away because Of the - ‘cause l also have, urn, this on 

my arm I have a couple abrasions and bruising that I think, urn, that's where the 

bullet actually hit and then ricocheted into my breast and then popped out So 

definitely up high and farther away, Um... 

DW; Are you here local? Live,.; 

PG: No, 

DW: Oh, okay. 

PG: No. 

DW: You guys traveled in from... 

PG: Um, Sac- - well, I'm from Sacramento area but I go to school in the bay area at 

DW: Did you guys fly in? 

PG: My best friend and I did. Yeah, And the other friends drove in/So, 

GG: Okay. Operator, this is gonna conclude the interview. The time is 1913 hours, 

THIS VOLUNTARY STATEMENT WAS COMPLETED SPRING VaLUEY HOSPITAL 
MEDICAL CENTER, 5400 S. RAINBOW BOULEVARD, LAS VEGAS, NV 89118. 

GC: DW: TA: (NET TRANSCRIPTS) 
FIT2017-032 
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SPECIFIC CRIME; ACTIVE Si 

DATE OCCURRED; 10-01-17 

LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE: 

Time OCCURRED; 

CITY OF LAS VEGAS 

NAME OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT: 

CLARK COUNTY 

SOCIAL SECURITY #; 

RACE: 

HEIGHT: 

HOME ADDRESS: 

WORK APDRESS; 

SEX; Female 

WEIGHT; 

EYES: 

PHONE 1: 

PHONE 2: 

The following is the transcription of a tape-recorded interview conducted by 
DETECTIVE d, PARRA (JP), P# 10025, oh 10-03-17 at 1858 hours, 

JP: Operator, this is Detective Parra, P# 10025, with the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police 

Department, Robbery Section, conducting a recorded interview 

Uh, HI spell her name, 

phone number o 

Her last name, 

Uh; date of birth 6 

Uh, an address Of 

Interview is being conducted at 3186 South Maryland Parkway, 

Las Vegas, Nevada, Um, the date is October 3, 2017. The time is 1858 hours. Uh, 

interview is being conducted as per the, uht an ongoing investigation involving the 

mass shooting that occurred on October 10, uh, October 1, 2017 at approximately 





FB; After - after the - they closed Nashville that’s when I walked over there to, uh, the 

main .stage. Which was, uh, Jake Owen was performing at that time; 

JF: Okay. 

PB: And, um, he had did, like, a couple - five songs and then he was done. And then 

Jason Aldean came on. 

dP; Okay. 

FB: And, um, I was standing next to the Coca-Cola VIP - the suite - the suites that you 

have right there. I was standing right there so I was, like, right across from Mandalay 

Bay. So when, um, we heard the first thing we thought they were fireworks. So I had 

texted and told her that I wanted to leave - that I didn’t want to do the fireworks. And 

she Was coming out already - my sister - from the main stage; And then all of a 

sudden we heard just, uh, the gunshots and i saw people coming towards me. And 

theh, uh, | don’t know if you know - there’s gates right there for the VIPthey 

dropped them down; Everybody just dropped 4em and started passing ‘em. And, um, 
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(FB) 

one of the girls that was basically running pushed me and that’s when I fell down and 

I got shot. Andf um, but she got th~ she got -sh* uh> five shots in her 

dP; Oh wow. 

PB: I don’t think she made it-she made it 

dP: So when, uh, when the people were running,,, 

PB: When they were;*. 

dP: Uh, they - they pushed you down to the ground,.. 

PB;. ;They pushed me down to*./ ..,;:y_rv ^ ;y^j; 

JPi And when you fell to the ground one of the ~ one of the rounds hit you in the 

shoulder? 

PB: ■ Yes. ' 

dP: Okay and, uh1VWwere you with her at the time? Or you were already out? 

PB: You were at the... 

DB: Umf no I was, uh, running towards her. 

dP: You were running towards your sister? 

DB: Mm-hm. 

JP: So Were you running towards Las Vegas Boulevard of were you ru- running,., 

DB; Towards,,, 
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JP: ...towards the - the back entrance? 

PB: Towards the back entrance. 

DB: The back entrance. 

JP: Okay. So you’re running eastbound. And you were... 

PB: Yeah; 

JP: You were already at the back entrance running to your - towards ydur sister? 

DB: No I was coming from main stage to the back entrance. 

■'aw:-'--* Ofrc .A-' !'■ 

DB: ‘Cause I knew exactly where she was. 

PB: ‘Cause I had tell her where I was. And, um, when I fell down one of the guy -11 

tried to play like i was dead in case he shot again, but since they were stepping on 

me one of the guys, urn, a * a good guy just grabbed me and said, “Love you’re 

gonna die here if Heave you here/1 So he basically put shelter on me on the st- on 

the, uh, stairs that> in the back side of the thing. 

JP: Mm-hm; 

PB: We sat there until, urn, I think he reloaded again. And that’s when the cops said we 

could run and we started running. 

JP: Okay. And so did you find her on the ground or? 

DB: Under the stairs. 
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PB: Under the stairs. 

JP: Under the stairs? 

DB: Yeah, ; 

JP: Okay, 

DB: And at that point we both ran together. 

PB: Together, ! 

DB: To safety. ■ 

PB: Safety: ^ ?.■ '•'■■■■: ■ -V p- ■r^V.v,;y;,.,:,... 

'DB: To find safety! . 

JP: Okay. And did you 1 at the time did you know if he was inside the - the venue or did 

PB: We, urn, i (unintelligible) -1 heard the shots and they were sho- it was, uh, shooting -■ 

and as we ra- as they told u$ to run again we ran towards the parking lot And we - 

we tried to take shelter in a police officer's car and he told us to run, 

DB: To keep going. 

PB: To Keep going, And as we were running towards the back-they were going, uh, um, 

to Mandalay - we heard gunshots on that side and people running back saying that 

the shooter was corning. That be was shooting at the people, uh, out on the street 

So we - they basically ran again to the other side and, um,.. 
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DB: We were basically stuck in the middle of,.. 

PB; Yeah we were basically stuck in the middle until they,., 

DB: There’s a shooter here and there's a shooter here - where are we gonna gp„. 

PB; Yeah and they started basi- they broke the whole bunch of fences. I don't know if 

you saw that but... 

JP: ■' Yeah; . . 1 1 ■ , , 

PB: .-.they broke a whole bunch of fences. And, um, when, um, they broke the fences me 

umT there was like a little trap a - a trailer -* gas, uh, like, some, um, gas tanks. 

DB: We were stuck in that bumper trailer. 

PB: And - was it gas tanks I think. And we ran to- we ran to the trailer to get cover and, 

um, we heard people, uh, corning - running towards it and then we heard them say 

that he was heading towards us again. So, um, we basically moved to the side and a 

good Samaritan -.a guy that was there, um, opened the■- tried to open the door and it 

was open. So we basically got inside and barricaded ourselves inside right there, 

JP: Okay. 

PB: W<& closed it and barricaded it un - until the police officers came for us, 

JP: How long... 

PB: We lasted there like three hours and a half inside. 
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(PB) 

JF: Wait, uh, you were inside there for about three and a half hours? 

PB; Three and a half hours. 

JP; Okay. ' ■ ■ 

PB: By ourselves. Right there. 

DB: We called - we called * ho called Emergency Services to get someone to help us and. 

PB: They couldn’t find us. 

:i-i-OB;.;-.-.M|ei7vis|a^diTi-.ub*-.i^ecied 

and, you know, her Injury was controlled 'cause we wrapped it and stuff as whatever 

we could find. And they were gonna find us. So they came in two or three times but 

they didn't hit the right... 

PB: Place? 

DB: ...thing where we were at. Until they came back, uh, a third time. And then they 

started screaming for us and that’s when we opened the doors and came out. 

JP: Okay. 

PB: That’s when they came. 

JP: And then so you guys - you guys just thought that he was running in the street trying 

to shoot? 
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JP: And then - and then you guys... 

PB: No we didn’t think - the - there was shooting. 

JP: No, no;no I’m saying y-d- did you,.' 

DB: So we ran the opposite... 

JP; Did you know that he was - he was, unru 

PB: He was, um, okay we saw... 

JP: He was at Ma - Mandalay Bay shooting from the... 

We heard the shofe St Mandalay Bay, okay? But when We w^Vtitihih^' 

towards we were not»not in the sight of Mandalay Bay at all. We were, uh, we were 

actually on the parking lot next to the cars. And then we heard the sh -the - the 

shots coming from over here - from Tropicana - from the street from Tropicana over 

DB; That little street., 

JP: S - so you guys - so you guy... 

PB: We did hear the shots. 

JP: You guys heard the shots coming frqm Trdpicaha? 

PB: We heard the shots. Yeah from the shots... 

PB: Not from Tropicana. 

PB: But from that (Unintelligible). 
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D8: But from that street that?s} um„. 

JP: Okay, 

DB; You know where there's a cul-de-sac? 

JP: Yeah, 

DB: Bight there, 

JP; Reno? Yeah. 

PB: Yeah. We heard the... 

DB: TheireTs a - yeah. The Rend Strdet And then there's this Other street on the other 

side. Urn, because it’s blocked off. 

PB: ■ Yeah. 

dP: So where you guys - where you guys hid -were you guys still receiving fire coming? 

JP: No? 

PB: Yeah, uh, nOv But we heard it 

DB: But we heard it. 

PB: But we did hear it 

JP: But you would hear it? Okay. 
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PB: But we were * we were very quiet We c - we lock - he locked that up. The guy 

locked that up, And he's all like, i need yqu guys to he quiet.'1 At some point they 

did -1 think somebody did try to open it but he had it - he - he had it closed and he 

was like, “Nobody's coming in here.” 

JP; And you guys didn't see any shooter, correct? 

PB; No, 

JP: Okay. 

PB: We didn't see any shooter because we were barricaded. 

DB: But we heard it: 

PB: But we did - he just - yeah; 

DB; We just heard it. 

JP;, i Qkayf'■ ■ 

DB; So we heard it corning from the top or wherever it was coming from, 

PB; And then coming from this side. 

DB: And then cpming on that little street. I don’t know what that street is but we did hear 

some-some... 

PB: We did hear the gunshots very close, 

JP; Okay, AH dghty. Urn, how did you $uys get here to the hospital - the ambulance? 

PB: The ambulance. 



JP: Okay. 
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PB: The - the guy called 911 and he told them that he was not gonna open the door until 

the co - officers got there. So when the officers, um, went there a third time because 

they couldn’t find us they shouted and he came out. And I didn’t want him to come 

out because I didn’t know if it was the officers. He came out and they like r they 

basically surrounded me7 and, uh, they’re like, “We’re ta- we’re taking you to the 

ambulance.” $0 they ba- they made me walk from where we were to, um, basically 

where parking lots were at, right? 

DB: You mead where the;.: 

PB: Parking lot was where the entrance was for, um... 

DB: To where Reno Avenue is. 

PB: To Reno Avenue. 

JP; Okay. 

DB: Reno. 

PB: Yeah. And then they put me in the ambulance and brought me here. 

UP: Operator, this ends the interview. Same persons are present Same location at 1907 

fiis i:,^luMary.' statement - was':.' vsu^irase'.-HOSPITAL.'■ & 
MEDICAL CENTER, 3186 S. MARYLAND PARKWAY, LAS VEGAS, NV 80109. 

JP: TA: (NET TRANSCRIPTS) 
FIT2017-032 
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RoonotHfred^| At! right^IBB um, like i - (ike we said earlier, it's gonna be 

very, uh, informal. Just kinda wanna get a perspective from your perspective. 

■ZBi. i .Sure. 

CH; Uh, where were you at when... 

CH: During the concert. 

ZB; Uh, from what I kinda - again, as I said, as it started happening, it was Kind of a - a bit 

'blur ;'ra t !.. vv^: 

were on the - kind of - we were up close to the main stage on the... 

CH: ' Okay, . . ■ ■ ■ 

ZB: Kind of the left hand side. 

CH: ; Okay. ■ 

CH: Left hand side if - like facing the crowd? 

ZB; If Trh facing the stage so... 

CH: Okay. 

ZB: ...right-yeah. 

CH: Qh, so like if youte facing the stage? 
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CH: So, your loft hand.,, 

ZB: Yeah* 

CH: ...which is stage right. Okay. 

ZB: Yeah. And, uh, yeah, 

CH: All right. Urn, you -c-explain what you started like hearing, seeing, smelling. 

ZB: Yeah. 

CH:. Urn... ' 

Chi: What., 

ZB: Yeah: initially, it was- and I’ve heard other people say this too and- arid what I - was 

going through my mind was that it sounded like firecrackers. And - and, uh, could - 

‘cause I don’t know if anyone knew - knew where it was coming from or... 

CH: Right. 

ZB: You know, what was initially going pn and -and, uh, yeah, ft just kinda sounded like 

- just pop, pop, pop over and over again. And it Irinda sounded like firecrackers. And 

then, um, you know, the next thing I know, all of a sudden everybody's screaming 

and running. And - and, uh, you know, just trying to - trying to find cover, Um, yeah, 

l mean, people - again, 1 don't think anyone knew, you know, initially where it was 

coming frpm. 
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CH: Mm-hm, 

ZP: What was going on and so, you know, people weren’t sure; whether there were, you 

know, people in the - in the crowd with guns or, you Know, or what -what exactly was 

going on, right? 

CH: Right Okay, So you never at any point saw anybody - a shooter or anything? And 

saw where it was coming from? 

ZB; You know what? So, actually though as I startep running, I was running towards -1 

started running towards the - directly towards the Mandalay Bay and I would have 

been facihg exactly wSs Secau^t^r^em^r Ipbkj^ tip at orie point fn: the 

commotion and my whole * my whole thing when I started running is 1 was there with 

a couple friends and they managed to get out all right and 1 lost them right away. We 

' - we obviously... 

CH: Yeah. , 

ZB: ..,ran In different directions- And what I saw waS there was a * I think it was-1 wanna 

say it was over by like one of the lighting set ups or whatnot and i saw it looked like 

there’s a bit of a barricade. And there were some people failing under there, You 

couldn't really tell. Maybe some of them were injured or - or, uh, or just looking for 

Dover. $o, i ran towards that thinking, /"Okay, I can get under/' You know, under - it 

looked like you could get kinda under cover there, Anp d$ I was running that 

direction I remember looking up and seeing that the muzEle going - what I - what I 

suspected was the muzzle going off repeatedly. 
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CH; Right, 

ZB: 'Cause it was - seemed to be timed with - With the sound of the shots 

DM: (Unintelligible): 

ZB: Yeah* 

OH; At what point did you know you got shot? 

ZB: Um, so I got to that area where I was trying to get cover... 

pH: Right, ■' 

VVatlriS' say I remember atih^ thatwere a couple 

people that looked like they were laying there injured. And - and that we were all just 

kinda trying to huddle in there. Arid I think I tried to grab a couple people or, you 

know, or whatnot. And then I felt like I was -1 felt like I was covered and then just 

kind of ail of a sudden, I -1 -1 just felt this searing pain in - in the area... 

OH: Okay. 

ZB: ...where I was hit and I just - i just kn^w that.. 

CH: Okay. 

ZB: That I... 

CH: So, you felt Ilk© you under, 

ZB: Yeah, 

CH: ...a safe cover and? 



CH: Okay, How did you get out of that ~ from that position? How’d you get out of there? 

ZB: And to be honest with you, the rest of that is a - is a bit of a blur: i think I.., 

CH: i understand, 

ZB: I retained, um, consciousness the entire time, But i do know that there is-there was 

a guy that um, you know, somehow 1 think him and one other person but he kinda 

initiated it like, um, pick realizing where I was hit, that I was bleeding a lot - 
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everything, and I wanna say they dragged me out of there. They carried me oufta 

there, Urn, I think to one of the entrances along the strip. Somehow they got me 

over there. He, l wanna say, urn, hailed down a car. 

OH: Okay. 

ZB: Urn, that was - i don’t know if if was a random car, if it was a taxi - what it Was, Urn, 

was able to hail someone down and basically just started telling the driver what to do 

- that we needed - we needed his assistance, That I was - that I was hit; Urn, and - 

and at that point, yeah, somehow got me in the car. 1 remember him telling, um, the 

^ ■ -driverto 

know -that he could run. Run red lights, do what he needed to do in this situation 

kind of thing, right? 

CH; Right. 

ZB: And, uh... '' 

OH: You gretty much can, 

ZB: Yeah, so I -1 mean, i - I - and you know, again, it’s ail quite - you know, quite vague 

and whatnot but, urn, but that’s kinds what I - what I remember from it;: And then 

somewhere along the way, there was at least one other giii I remember he was in 

the - he was in the backseat beside me holding a ~ he - he was able to tourniquets 

my leg and, um, at - with my belt. 
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ZB: And * and he was sitting there holding it. Then I remember there was another girl to 

my leftside and She seemed to be like -1 knew - like I think she was hit as well but - 

but - but he seemed to think that it wasn’t as - as dire and... 

CH: Bad? . . . ' 

ZB: And whatnot 

CH:'' OkayJ , 

ZB: And - and - but yoti know, there was another girl in there, urn, that I’m aware of- 

ZB: And, uh, yeah, and then we just r then the rest of the ride down here is a - is definitely 

; a - a blur. 

CH: Yeah... 

ZB: We just kinds... 

CH: 1 understand- 

ZB: ^remember getting in the car and then, you know, and then hi hi holding - holding the 

tourniquets and... 

CH: And you came here to UMC? 



ZB: 
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Yeah, I remember pulling up and I, you Know, I wanna say like - 'cause i don't know. 

I’ve heard s- since that it - that it took a while (Ike because the ambulance couldn’t get 

in there and... 

CH: Yeah. 

ZB: ...whatnot because ail the shooting. So, I wanna say that like I got here pretty-pretty 

dam quickly. 

DM: Right 

ZB: And was- and was kind of rushed in and, um> yeah; 

CH: Okay. ’■ 

ZB: That’s kinda... 

CH: Excellent. Okay, 

DM: the people that you got Separated from, are they okay? Have you... 

ZB: They’re - yeah. No, they are... 

DM: Contact With them and everything? 

ZB: Yeah, Yeah - no, I have. Bo they're fine, They both managed to - to get out Urn, 

yeah. Just through kind of running and - and covering and - and, uh, managed to get 

out and they’re both back home safe with their families, 

CH: Okay, cool. 

ZB: Yeah. 
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CH; You got any other questions? Anything really;;. 

DM; Do you have anything for us? Any questions for u& that you hav© * don't have 

answers for yet or? 

ZB: You know, I mean... 

CH; Do our - do our best 

ZB: Yeah, 

((Crosstalk)) 

. 

ZB: You know, I mean, honestly 1 don't -1 don't think so. I mean, I think, you know, l-ve 

listened to a little bit of the - the news and stuff: And - and whatnot but I kinda been 

trying to avoid it 

CH: All right. Yep. 

ZB: For the most part, its - it’s a little, you know, tough to - to hear and stuff, 

CH: Yeah, 

ZB: ...just kinda because it brings you back to - to being there and everything and,., 

CH: Right. 

ZB: Arid just, you know, the whole - yeah, 

CH: All right, 

ZB: Craziness of the situation. Um} but yeah, nix 1 mean, I think,,: 
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ZB: Yeah. 
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ZB: Thar.., 

GH: „.how- 

ZB: Yeah, 

OH: we're suppose to do if? And,., 

STATEMENT OF 
EVENT#: 1710014519 

IZB) 

' ?: Oh,'yeah.,1 , 

CH: ...what’s - what's gonna happen but up until it actually happens, now you’re training 

kicks in and now you have to do it So. 

ZB: How do you ever really prepare yourself... 

ZB: ...for it, right? 

CH: So, um... 

ZB: Yeah. 

CH: VYe'H, uh, yeah. Once everything gets done and 1 can have -1 donT even wanna put 

a time on it when it,, 
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ZB: Yeah, 

CH: ;*rmightbedone:, 

ZB: No, no. 

CH: IM have no idea. 

ZB: Sure; 

GH: So, I mean*,. 

ZB: You guys need Jo do your thing, 

GHr It’s- you got - lot of people; 

ZB: Yeah, 

CH: So. 

ZB: No, 1100%. 

?: Yeah. 

CH: All right buddy, Uh, end of dictation is gonna be 1709 hours, Uh, same people; 

present. (Unintelligible). 

THIS VOLUNTARY STATEMENT WAS COMPLETED AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL 
CENTER, 1800 W. CHARLESTON BOULEVARD, LAS VEGAS, NV 89102. 

CH: TA: (NET TRANSCRIPTS) 
FIT2017-032 

Reviewed 10/30/201T 
Detective B. Kenton P# 8884 
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SPECIFIC CRIME: 
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CITY OF LAS VEGAS CLARK COUNTY 
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HAIR: 
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PHONE T: 

WORK ADDRESS: 
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W:": And a phone number r can reach you airman? L ; ;; 

TT: Operator, this is Detective T Towniey, Tom, Ocean, William, Nora, Lincoln, Easy, 

Yellow, P# 7521, conducting an interview with aTodays date is 

going to be, ah, October 5, 2017. The time is now going to be, um, 1743 hours. Ah, 

we are going to be in, what is it; 

RA: I think so, 

TT: Something like that, yeah, Robert, so what'd l like to do - and - and you Understand 

I'm recording this correct? 

RA: Yes. 

TT: Okay and you’re willing to speak with us about what happened? 



TT: 

RA: 

TT: 

RA: 

TT: 
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Now i understand this is a - a life altering event, okay. So I want you to take as much 

time as you need, slow down. If you need to stop we'll stop. If you - if you can keep 

going, we'll keep going, okay. 

Not a problem. 

We’re here for you. 

We just want to make sure we get your story out, w© get your story heard, okay. 

TT; I went to bring your attention back to S- to Sunday night, okay. Ah, why were you in 

town? 

RA: Ah, we were here for the Route 91 Festival. 

TT; Okay, country music lover? 

TT: Ail right, Um, that night when you came in, urn, how'd you get in the venue? 

({Crosstalk)) 

TT: And then you came in through security pretty much in the r the ,* in the front of the,.. 

((Crosstalk)) 



TT: Okay. So the night went pretty much average as far as that’s concerned? 

RA: Little bit more packed on Sunday than it was on Friday and Saturday, 

TT;. ’Cause that was .when; the head liners were coming in 

RA: Big time, yeah/ 

TT; Okay/ 

RA: Oh, yeah. 

TT: All right So what happened that evening? 

RA; Well, we got there, I don’t know, maybe about 6;00, 6:30 and grabbed something to 

eat. And, ah, from there went and grabbed a beer. Went and grabbed our shirts, 

'cause we were buying some shirts 'cause of the new - different artists that were 

playing that day. So we started walking up and we had seen some other friends of 

mine, um, the night before or Friday night so we- he’s like, nWeTe gonna be pretty 

much in the same area,” so we kind of walked in that area; Went and saw the first 

performer which was Big & Rich. And, ah, think of course there was a little break 

between him and Jake Owen, So we’re kind of scooting in that area and everything 
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like that and, ah, Jake Owens performed and we knew we had about another half 

hour before, ah, Jason Ajdean came on. So, ah, once he came on, which Was 

around 9:40 I think, somewhere around 9:40. We were up about 30 feet from the 

stage maybe. 

IT: Okay; 

RA: From right Right about the fr-front right area of it 

TT: Okay. 

: RA: And, ah, sitting there enjoying the music, taking a couple videos Sending 'em to my 

mom and my brother and all that 

TT: Jealous they couldn’t be there with you? 

RA: Yeah, of course. And, ah, last video I took ended at 10:01- So we're sitting there 

and Jason is - he's talking and this and that. And next thing I know weTe wa- 

listening to the music and I -1 started hearing (simulating tlte sounds of gunfire), 

RA: And I’m like, That's not fireworks/' 

RA: At first I Was like, that might could be fireworks. And I started looking to see like the 

colors and stuff. 
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RA: No fireworks* And I just hear a (simulating the sounds of gunfire) just going and 

going and going and then I'm like, “Those aren’t fireworks.* And I grabbed her and I 

already had pulled - pulled her on the left side of me, 

TT; When you say her who do you mearj? 

RA: Rosa, my girlfriend. 

IT: Okay, Rosa’s your girlfriend- 

:TT: Rosa, fm gonna talk to ypu in just one moment okay, but I just wanted to make sure 

we had it on - on the record of who you are, okay? 

TT: Go ahead. 

RA: And I started hearing people screaming and yelling, “Get down... 

TT: Okay. 

RA: ...get down.1' And at that same time I'm looking and I’m seeing -1 seen a couple 

people already fall. So when I grab her we start to go this way a little bit 'cause I was 

trying to go towards the middle underneath the little aisle area right there where it’s 

kind pf blocked over. I just felt it Right on my side, my back. And I know what a 

bean bag feels like from the military. 

Mm4m TT: 
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RA; And it kind of felt like that 'cause it hit me hard enough to Whdre I was just like, “Oh:" 

And it gives you that kind of like that concussed feeling. 

TT: Mnvhm. 

RA: And I was like, “Oh, fuck I just got hit with something," And it hit me so bad and 

knocked me off my balance that my leg wasn't facing like right here it was kind of 

angled off this way. And i go * l try to puli it and I Couldn't even feel it. And I go, “I 

can't go, 1 can't go," we fell right in that area kind of like by a little barrier that was 

right there. And I just told her, “Get down, get down," and we got down, I'm holding 

: J her right there next to me.ahd trying to keep her down and - and she: was - she was 

already screaming and yelling. And, ah, I'm holding her down and l can just hear the 

bullets just (simulating the sounds of gunfire). Just whizzing by, And t*m Holding her 

ddwn and I have my hand over my head just kind of just holding this down a little just 

thinking when's the next one gonna hit? And it's going and going and she's 

screaming and yelling and I’m just like, Tuck/' -1 was like, "Gome on, hurry up, end 

this, whatever^ happening," And there was another guy that was close to the area 

he - he didn’t come over to us until after it stops. It finally stopped after I don’t know 

how many minutes. And - and I’m just like, Tuck "and he comes by us and he goes, 

"Are you hit are you okay," and I saidj “Oh, 1 got hit in the back." I said, “I can’t move 

my leg, I can’t feel my leg." And he stayed with us the whole time. Um, he's my * my 

new best friend. Ah, so w© were right there and they were trying to like - everybody's 

just, it’s in a panic- Everybody was going nuts, everybody just going - running 

everywhere. People are laid out everywhere and all that stuff like that and, ah, he 
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just tells me, "1 got you and don't worry I'm riot leaving your side, I gotydu, 1 got you/1 

And 1 said, "I can't move/' I said, "Calm her down. Calm her down/’ and> *1 -1 just 

can’t -1 can’t move my - my/' everything from the waist down was just numb. So, we, 

ah, he got military guys are coming by, "What do you need, what do you need? \ - 

well get you out of here." i said, "1 need a railing, get a railing from the side over 

there that’s the only way you’re gonna be able to move me,” I said, "Get a railing 

from the VIP side over there,” They got the railing, they brought it over, they pulled 

me on there and we all took off to the House of Blues area. 

■.TT: .... r. V.':» i -l v .v- 
RA: ‘Cause that’s What they said to start taking everybody to the House of Blues area 

‘cause they had a access out there. 

RA: So we get over by the House of Blues area and Tm still kind of - I’m in it still but !'m 

just like, man, I sh- my breath is getting shorter. And he's ail - he just keeps - my 

new friend J^jm^pah, he’s just telling me, "Keep taking breaths, keep your 

eyes open, keep your eyes open.” And, ah, there was a lady there who was taking 

somebody else to the hospital already who had a neck wound. And her dad or her 

uncle whoever was with them, ah, what was her name Michelle? 

?: The girl that took us, yeah? 

RA: Yeah, her name is Michelle, had took Rosa, the Other couple or the - the girl with the 

neck wound, her uncle or whoever. Threw me and Troy in the trunk in the SUV, And 
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he goes, "Brother we gotta do this,” he’s all throw -1 was like, ‘Throw me in there 1 

don’t care, I'm hurting right now.” Threw me in the trunk and, boom, we took off and 

we got here. 

TT: You guys came straight here? 

RA: Straight here. 

TT: Okay, Um, what are the nature of your injuries right now? 

RA: Ah, they took out most of the bullet from my spine area. 1 still have two fragments in 

up. near the lung area. Um, they .had to put in, I had a fractured vertebrae: They had 

to put in two screws there. Three fractured ribs. And, ah, and then i had the - Of 

course the chest tube in here that they just were able to take out today. 

TT; AH right Did you actually have a collapsed lung or did they;., 

RA: A little bit, yeah. 

RA: Yeah. ^ . ■■ ■ , . ’ 
* , A a- 

TT: So it didn’t puncture it just... 

((Crosstalk)) 

RA: Didn’t - no, yeah. Yeah,'cause it was open so they kind of. 

RA: Yeah. 
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TT: Once your - once your chest cavity gets open it’s gonna come out, 

RA: Right, and that’s when i was just tike T when I got to the hospital I was just like, "My - 

my breath is getting low, my breath is getting low/' And i just kept trying to take deep 

breaths and then I could just feel pressure pn there and, Ah, was in there for so long 

and then, ah. I * that was it l don't remember until the following pay. 

THIS VOLUNTARY STATEMENT WAS COMPLETED AT SUNRISE HOSPITAL & 
MSDICALCENTER, 3186 S. MARYLAND PARKWAY, LAS VEGAS, NV 89109. 

TT:TA: (NET TRANSCRIPTS) 
■ FIT2017-032 ' ■ r- ^ ■ y. 

Reviewed 10/30/2017 
By Detective B. Kenton P# 8884 
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explained that she was shot, in the back of the leg and her best friend was 
shot in the shoulder while fleeing, the inbident * further stated 
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SPECIFIC CRIME: ACTIVE SI 

DATE OCCURRED: 10*01-17 

LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE: 

TIME OCCURRED: 

CITY OF LAS VEGAS CLARK COUNTY 
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RACE: 

HEIGHT: 

HAIR: 
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SOCIAL SECURITY ft 

SEX: F 

WEIGHT: 

PHONE 1: 
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The following is the transcription of a tape-recoiTM interview conducted by 
DETECTIVE T, TOWNLEY (IT), P# 7521, on 10-03-17, 

TT: Operator, this is Detective T> Townley, Tom, Ocean, William, Nora, Lincoln, Easy, 

Yellow, P# 7521, We are gonna be conducting a taped interview with aBMMMNfc 

Uh, date of birthBHMI Soo of|BHM|MMV Ht>me address ofBHBHIMMHI 

a <3SW1o her upper left thigh, uh, resulting in a broke^ broken pelvis. M|l do 

appreciate you taikin* to us. Urn, you understand the time is now 5:30 at night? 
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TT; Okay, And today's going to be - do you know the date? 

AA: Uh, let's see. It's the 2nd or 3rd? Third, 

TT: Today's the 3rd, 

AA: The 3rd. 

TT: Today's the 3rd, Okay. 

AA: It took me a while to process this, 

TT; Totally understand. 

^ AA: : ftinihtelligibfe) hdfd; 

TT; I -1 get it -1 do; Um, we appreciate you wantin’ to talk with us, Um, take your time, 

dust like l said, any of the questions we ask if you heed to stop let me know and then 

we’ll just go from there. Okay? 

AA; Okay. 

TT: Um, first of all how old are you? 

TT: Thirty-three, What brought you to Las Vegas? 

AA; Uh, the Route 91 Festival. 

TT: So you - you came specifically for the festival,.. 
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AA; For the - yes. We bought * we purchased our tickets maybe back in March, uh, 

where, um, we^ uh, we attend several of the country music concerts, You know? So 

we, uh, decided to add this one to our - our list. 

TT: Okay. Now when you say we and opr - who is that? 

AA; Urn, my husband, urn, myself, and we have some cousins and friends who were also 

staying with us and attending. 

TT: Okay. 

AA: Yeah. We’ve, um, we’ve done. several concerts together back in California and, um, 

we saw the news and, you know, uh, advertisements for this one. 

TT: Okay. And then you * you said your husband, that was the gentleman that was here? 

TT: And then what is his last name? 

AA: Uh, same His name isdfHW 

TT: Okay, So you and WM attend the concert, You came in - where were you stayin' 

AA; We were stayin’at the Palms Place. 

TT: Palms Place? 
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£<SmhhiS 
Okay. What time dp you think you started 7 did you seb the concert, uh, Saturday 

AA: Yes* We attended both Friday and Saturday nights. 

TT: Okay, And then so what time did you go to the concert on the 1st? 

AA: The first night i believe we left our hotel« we had plans to leave our hotel about 

maybe 4:00 or 0:00, 1 know that it was the earliest of the three days that we 

attended. 

TT; Okay. ; 1,, ■ ^ 

AA: Yeah. The other nights we decidedl to attend, urn, closer to about the 6:00 or 7 

o'clock hour. 

tt: Okay, Yeah.'Cause you wanted to do a little more in Vegas to... 

AA: Well... ■ 

TT: ...go to dinner. 

AA: Y,.because we looked at the lineup. 

TT: Oh yeah, 

AA: We kinda judged which.,. 

TT: Who you wanna see and who you don't 

AA: Yeah. Which performance we had seen already, which ones we wanted to give a 

shot to. But 1 remerhber that Jake Wright - Jake White - Drake White, sorry, uh, was 
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performin' at about 5:40 - maybe 6; TO and he was one that I - I was just very 

interested in going to attend so- 

TT: Okay. 

AA: We got there in time enough before he went on just to hang out a little. See - well so, 

like, light out. You know? 

TT: Mm-hm. 

AA: It could be kinds miss something once the - once the sun goes down. You kinda 

forget to go to, you know, everything that the venue has to offer. 

TT; Okay. Urn, so you said you got there around 5:00, right? 

AA: Mm-hm. 

TT: Okay. 

■AA:' ''Yeah.' : 

TT: Now when you got there, you - you came in what entrance? 

AA: Urn, I think ft was on the main strip entrance that - I’m guestin' that's the strip, um, 

because there was the Afco, 

TT: Okay. 

AA: Yeah, And so our Uber dropped us off at the Arco on the first night and we just 

proceeded to use the lead through,,. 
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AA: ...the gates. 

TT; Okay. And then you - where’d you go once you got inside? 

AA: Um, we kinds meandered around to the front area. They, um, did our hag cheeky 

you know, and our ID checks and then, urn, several of us purchased alcohol right 

away. Several of us, uh, kinds used the bathroom. We all Kinda managed to stay 

together, you know? Hey, rm gonna go here. Wait for me here; But then we 

stayed, urn, they had a - a central island in the middle of the, uh, food vendors they 

had a - a central; like, strip for people to sit down and eat their - their meal so we - we 

alsostayed around there:'HfOda'.'-rtBI',iieWiSiiiTjB';■' 

what the venue, you know... 

IT: Okay. 

AA: ...the way it is. So.;; 

IT; All right. So you stayed there for a little bit 

TT: Then what happened? 

AA: And then it was time, uh, we went to - can i look at my schedule because I actually 

have the, am... 

TT: That - that’s okay. 

AA: ...the schedule, We, uh, we went to the main stage just to kinds get an idea of what it 

looks like and at one point I remember turning and saying okay Tye got like 10 
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minutes, I gotta go see Drake White. You guys wanna come? Several of'em were 

like, no we’re just gonna stay, l said, "Okay,” So Drake White performed at -1 think 

that’s at 7:20 - Pm sorry, 

AA: We watched a little bit oft urn, Brothers Qshorne at 6:40, 

TT: Okay. 

AA: 'Cause there was a song I -1 knew I wanted to catch from them- 

AA: So, um, so yeah. So about - let’s see - if he started at 7:£Q - ’bout 7 o'clock I said, 

“Okay. Tm gonna go get a spot up close to see Drake White," And so only my 

husband and I went off. I think that s- Other members of our party had also, you 

know, okay we’re gonna go get something here and, um, I think It was my cousin 

4H|that stayed watching the rest of Brothers Osborne. 

TT: Okay, AH right So youkindamadeyour wayoverthere andthen,., 

AA: Mnvhm. 

TT: he started playing, 

AA: Yeah. And we got up really close, Several * i mean, in a good way there wasn’t 

many people who were interested in seeing him so we were able to get a really good 

show add good position,.. 

TT: Okay. About how long did you - how long was he on? 
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AA: We - we taper - stayed for the entire act. So I don't know what hour but I know that 

we made it back in time to see Lee Brice come oh and he was the 8:10 performer 

back at the main stage. 

TT: Okay. So you * you watch him. 

AA: Mnvhm. 

TT: This entire time did you see anything outfa place or anything suspicious... 

AA: No. 

TT: ...or anything! at all? ix 

AA: No. 

AA: I Will say, um, and I don't know if this is kinda going top far ahead - ahead but the, 

um, I did mention as we came in, you know, that the security was very, uh, not as 

strict as I - I've been to. 

TT: So the security was pretty lax. 

AA: The security was, uh, yeah - pretty lax and not as - as* um, as strict as rve been used 

to. We had ** like i said, we attend several concerts, you know, uh, throughout the 

years and, uht I compared it a lot to the Coachella or the Stagecoach back home in 

4MSHH0and there’s no comparison in the amount of, um, of, uh, what was I saying 

(unintelligible) security... 
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AA: ...that Was provided back at Coachella with here. 

AA; Vpu Know? But from - from entering - from upon entering, you know, I was a simple, 

okay bag check. One man even waived me. He had the metal detector and he even 

waived me. No, you’re good ma’am just by the looks of - sure I had short shorts on 

and a tank top so perhaps, you know, okay she’s not concealing much but what if I 

was, you know? And others did get patted and others - some didn’t. One of my 

girlfriends said, “Yeah. I got patted a little with the back of the hand.” You know? 

• And in comparison, to Stagecoach they - they'll get a female, uh; security agents 

pat you down and - and thoroughly. You know? And they apologize and say we 

gotta do it and they do whereas this one - it was nothing really, urn, I didn’t think... 

TT; Nothing comparable? 

AA; Yeah, Nothing comparable, 

TT; Okay. So you... 

AA: Sp that’s in terms of, like, you know, differences that I saw or something different. 

You Know? 

TT: Yeah, 

AA; And - and off... 

TT; Absolutely. 

AA: ...but as far as people behaving-no. 
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TT: Nobody behaving out of the ordinary or anything else? 

AA: No. Add again in - in comparison you see more wild people at Coadhella. You 

know? it is a bigger event or venue, I think our Stagecoach -1 think ours - ours is 

numbers are in the $0,000. I might be wrong but... 

TT: Okay, 

AA; So you see a lot more belligerent people.,. 

TT: Very chill? 

AA: Very chill. 

TT: Okay. So then around 8;00ish you went and saw... 

AA: Lee Brice. 

IT: Lee Brice, 

AA: While... 

AA: ...we watched the entire show, tlh, and then we also watched Eric Church at 9:50 
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AA: We watched the entire show, Uh, we actually got really close. Some of my friends 

decided to leave during the Eric Church. We had seen him before in their defense 

and they wanted to get a head start back to the room. 

TT: Mm-hm, 

AA; Sp my husband, myself, and a friend of ours namedMMI we ail stayed, um, for the 

entirety of the Eric Church show and he went long. He went further. We all felt like 

he went beyond his set time and so it was great to see him. 

TT: Yeah, 

AA: It was a great show. We got up - we got further up as people started leaving 

because we were kinda, likerwhy are so many people leaving, It'S Eric Church, You 

know? We love him. And - but people were leaving which allowed us more 

opportunity to get closer and closer... 

AA: ^.without, you know, being too, uh... 

TT: Too push-. 

AA: ...too pushy-yeah. We just went tp where the easy openings were, 

AA: Mm-hm. 

TT: Okay. What happened then? 
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AA; Uh, then we completed the night; So during his final act, urn, it completed the night. 

My, uh - Ryan and I exited out the same; urn, entrance walking back through those 

food vendors, uh, that food vendor area walking Out to the left and then down the 

strip towards the Arco. um, the police officers stopped the all, uh, that intersection 

right there. They put a red light at the - at the intersection to allow concert goers to, 

like, go freely.,. 

TT: Mm-hm, 

AA; : ;,you know - safely. We then, uh, went down to I believe it's the Tropicana Hotel 

AA; That'O that one fight or Flamingo or somethin* closest to ... 

TT; Nah. Utv.. 

AA; ...the Tropicana. 

TT: ...Tropicana, 

AA; Yeah. And then we got an Uber from there. The Uber picked us up around the back 

entrance, I believe they called it the north entrance and drove us over to, uh, the 

Palms Place. 

TT: Okay, 

AA: We went directly back home, 

TT: Ail right. And then what happened the next day? 
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AA: The next day is now Saturday. 

TT; Saturday was a normal day? 

AA: Saturday was a normal day. We - the weather was a little windy. Uh, at the hotel we 

attempted to go down to the pool which lasted only maybe an hour. You know? Um, 

some of us wanted to go out into - venture into, like, parts of Vegas so the now three 

of us again - my husband, my - my husband, myself, and a friend narnod^dk We, 

um, called it quits in the pool and we went down to Guy Fieri... 

TT: . Okay. ■ 

AA; ...and had lunch there. 

TT; But otherwise no other issues on Saturday, no issues on Friday? 

AA: Nope - none. 

TT;-' ''-Okay.'. Let’s go to Sunday. 

TT: Now how did Sunday start with you goih’to the venue? 

AA: Normal I mean, we - again we went somewhere fbput the 5:00,6 o’clock hour: Um, 

Big and Rich was the first one we wanted to see and he came out at, uh» 6:30. 

TT: Okay, 

AA: Um, there wasn't anybody before that we were really dying to see. And we made it 

on time to the Big and Rich - start of Big and Rich show, Um, my husband and I went 
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over to grab a piz#a at a - at a vendor close to the stage* uh, which \i * was an area 

that we haven’t even ventured into the two days before. You Know? We... 

IT: Okay, 

AA; ...we kinda had stayed in* in that central area.,, 

TT: Mm-hm, 

AA: ,.Tor venue in - in the back area. So we ventured out, We saw the, urn, pizza vendor 

and we grabbed a bite of pizza, came back all during the Big and Rich performance. 

Um, and we stayed there into the Jake Owen and Jason Aldean performances, 

TT; Okay. Now what happened at the Jason Aidean performance? 

AA; Urn, Jason Aldean performance - he came on set, played, you know, some - some 

songs and... 

TT: Was he on time do you think? 

AA: I wanna say yes. 

TT: Okay, 

AA: i wanna say we were looking close at our clock and I don’t remember too many of us 

- that would’ve been something ‘Cause - that we would’ve noticed that -1 would think 

we would notice, hey he’s not on yet. What’s going on? You know? 

TT: Okay, 

AA: Urn, but that didn't Catch our attention so I... 
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TT: Pretty close to that time? 

AA: it was pretty close to the time - yeah. 

TT: What happened then? 

AA: Urn, several songs end, uhT we’re dancing, we’re hanging out Several of us have, 

you Know, video tape of his performances and then of course, you know, we hear 

the, urn, the air shots I called them because they didn’t sound similar to the rest of 

the shots that occurred after that followed - the automatic shots. You know? The 

first shots sounded like fireworks and:.. 

TT: How many ofthose do you think you heard? 

AA: l would say one and then, like, three after. And so again that also - because With 

fireworks sometimes you get a delay in-between them*,. 

H: Mm-hm. 

AA: ,*,you know? Poof - poof - poof - poof You know? As part 6f the - the display and 

so we all kinds stood and thought there are fireworks but I did notice that they were - 

for some reason I feel like I saw it to my right and not -1 saw the poof too my right 

and I didn’t see it, like, l didn’t associate that the poof was coming from the stage, 

So l thought that it was odd that the sound and poof was coming from - they had this, 

um, center island of beer vendors... 
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AA; .„uh, in the venue so I -1 associated the poof coming from that area. And I thought, 

that's an odd location to, you know, firework right on top of us almost. You know? 

And, um, and then soon after that people just kinds stood, hesitated, not really 

knowing. Some people did automatically, urn, exiting and - and running and it's on© 

of those things where it’s like, okay do I overreact? Are they overreacting? You 

know? Or should we react? And we kinda just stopped and waited, He went on - 

Jason Aldean and - and the show Went on and l thought, "'Does he not know that he 

should stop? Are they not mes* 1 don't know how this thought came into my head but 

I remember processing, like, is he not knowing that he should stop, Like, what - you 

know and should he stop? is this something and then soon afteror in the same 

moments as I was having those thoughts then came the actual and what was easily 

identifiable as the sounds of a machine gun or the. .♦ 

Tf; Okay., / ■ ■ ■ , , 1 „ , 

AA: ...the automatic guns, i don't know exactly my titles. You know? But there was a 

different sound now. Now i definitely associated and it was obvious that it Wasn't just 

a poof sounds as - as earlier. And now 1 -1 associate that those -1 assumed that 

those poof sounds were him breaking out the windows but I - that’s just my 

connection (unintelligible), l can't be for sure but,, 

TT; Okay. So you started hearing the real gunfire? 

AA: We started hearing the real gunfire and-and,.. 

TT; Was Aldean still playin’at this time? 

EVEN 
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Yes. He was. And about- i can't tell time. fm sorry. Yoti know? Hose track of tire® 

but within those first few rapid shots he was still playing but then cut and the lights 

went on. And it was at that point where we all kinds, uh, some Of us fled. You know? 

People were fleeing ~ people were fleeing. My husband* epusin, and l stayed and 

dropped. 

AA: And I remember my husband saying, “Get down - get down/1 And it was within a few 

seconds of being on the floor I got shot instantly. 

TT: Okay. Now where exactly do you think you were when you were hit? ''"-'v-'" 

AA: Uh, um* okay. So like, if this is the stage..; 

TT: ‘Kay, 

AA: ...is that what you mean? Like where.., 

TT: Yeah. In relation to the stage. 

AA; Okay, So if this Is the stage - they had AstroTurf coming up around here, right? 

TT: Mnvhm. 

AA: We got into the»and then they had, like, that beer vendor,,. 

TT: Okay. 

AA: ...stage going here, the large speakers - those two large speakers and we knew this 

‘cause we’d identify, okay use this speaker as where to like, find us. 
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TT:, Our meet up? 

AA: Yeah, Our meet up. You Know? As where to find us if they went to go get peer, 

bathroom break, come back and look here, And so we were '■* we were clpse enough 

to be in the AstroTurf but not too far into the AstroTurf. 

TT: Okay. 

AA: So we were just a few feet within the AstroTurf, Urn.,, 

TT: So closer to the stdge than in the middle but not top close to the front? 

AA: Yeah, We were - we were definitely not trying to get up close because even where 

we were people were already startin’ to compact and... 

TT; Mnvhm, 

AA; ...we were, like, okay this is enough, 

TT:"'.' 'Yeah.' ■ 

AA; This was as close as we wanna get. Um, sp yeah. So close enough but, you know, 

somewhere in the middle I would say, 'Cause there was still plenty of people behind 

us and to the left of us. There were times where we'd go to the bathroom or like I 

said, when we went to the pizza, you know? And it was just congested with people 

so, you know, I would say we were somewhat centralized in the venue, 

TT: Okay, And then what happened? 

AA; So we’re lying on the floor. Pm shot and Pm - it's sinking iri that Pm shot - Pm shot, 

You know? This - it hurt like - like Pve never felt before and I keep screaming to my 
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husband, “Oh my God Tm shot - oh my God I’m shot." And he was like, ’’You’re shot 

- you’re shot/’ It even took him and my cousin a few, you know, pries to - to hear that 

I’m telling them I’m shot I know I’m shot. Like;., 

IT; Mm-hm. 

AA: ..this is what it must be even thobgh I couldn’t look and see 'cause l was face down 

this way. My cousin was somewhat on my head and his face was *■ was here 

with me, I remember feeling his face and hat. And then I felt my Husband kind of, 

like, on my - my hip and waist, And he says that he - he recalls seeing the - the “the 

gush offolood which would make sense 'causeiike l said, he was here at my hip and 

so he would - he would have seen the - the gush. You know? 

TT; When you were layin1 on the ground were you layin1 on your stomach? Were you 

layin’ on your back? 

AA: Kind of like on my left side. 

AA: Here on my side and kinda curled at the same time. 

TT: Okay. 

AA: Urn, which is probably why it got me in - in that area ’cause that was the - kinda the 

only open, you know, section was by - or exposed section of my body, 

TT; Okay, So you started yellin’ out that you were shot... 
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AA; This entire timeTm hearing rapid gunfire - rapid gunfire and i - i kept praying why 

aren’t they leaving? i *■ I swear 17 I’ve never been around guns very often/ You 

know? Maybe one pr two old, you know, for more for look than for anything else. 

Urn, but he, uh, but I’ve never been around a semiautomatic rifle type of gun* 

TT: Okay. 

AA: But I coulda sworn it sounded like they were withlrt feet of us. It sounded so loud and 

close I was deathly afraid that they would - that they could've easily shot down at us 

that we were within feet of them. 

AA; That's how it terrifiably felt. You know? And, urn, I kept praying please let them 

leave already. Why aren't they walking and leaving? Why aren't they, you know, 

siibotfng and then escaping? Uke^ why are they just standing? And just sinking in, 

tike, oh my goodness* They’re - they’re shooting to kill us all. The/re shoot- we're 

gonna die, And I remember saying we’re gOnna die, there was, urn, a lady at that 

point also 7 at some point also that came by asking where’s my daughter and my * rhy 

sister. My sister has my daughter. I can't find them -1 can't find them. I remember 

my cousin MM saying, ’They're safe. Just get down* I’m sure she's - she's got her." 

You knpw? And, "Get down - get down with us." She was frantic and I believe at One 

point I felt her presence here. So i remember looking up arid again forgive me 'cause 

a loss of time, you know, it either happened so long or it happened all within minutes. 
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rm not sure. But I remember looking up and I remember noticing that there was, like, 

bleachers or mat- metal building structure, um, to the left - a tali white one. 

TT: Uh-hub. 

AA: And the bottom portion we® silver bleachers and I remember telling my husband we 

have to make it to those bleachers. I felt like that was the closest coverage* To our 

right was the* um* alcohol vendors and I didn’t think that that was where we wanted 

to go especially because I had associated the sounds with that side- 

71; . . Okay. ■ . , 

AA: So, um, our closest route to safety I felt like was those bleachers. And I remember at 

one point they just decided okay we're gonna run, Can you run? I said* “I can't run* 

You're gonna have to help me.” And he said, “I - I can’t carry you the whole way. 

You need to try and run.” So he put -1 put my arm around 4M andtried, like, 

lifting my - my left leg and he’s tryin’ to run, like, backwards and Pm screaming ‘cause 

it’s actually hurting for him to carry me and Cm trying to somehow walk on this leg. 

You know, hop along. I - We make it about .10,15 steps* we stumble ‘cause I -1 just 

dropped them with me, Um* get up and we're about now five steps away: So we 

step - step - step again and then we get under the, um, silver, metaj bleachers. I 

remember tryin’ to crawl and I said is there any way you can just push me - just push 

me. And, um; he says no. I can’t 'cause there - there was* like, little to no room. He 

says i -1 can push you with my shoulder but he also wanted to keep, um, pressure oh 

my wound. So he was behind me keep in1 pressure on my left leg While i was in front 



TT: And that's how you got that scratches on your.„ 

AA: That's how ! got through. Yeah, That’s how I got these scratches here and some 

here and, urn, not much here but yeah, (Unintelligible), So we make it out and 

there’s a couple - a man and; a woman and .1 say please pull me out of here; You 

have to pull me. A net I forget if they pulled me straight on or if -1 feel like I turned 

onto my back and they pulled me out. 

TT: Pulled you out that way? 

AA: Yeah. They pulled me out that way. And then continued more chaos. I don’t 

remember a fence or i don’t remember a gate because for the majority of the night i 

remained pn my back looking up and people Would come and, you know, talk to me 

and as they would move me from area to area which was just a - a chaotic, you 

know, uh, time for everybody just trying to help and rescue and I - fjose order -1 lose 

track of order and the events that occurred but I - Pm guessin’ it’s about three 

different stops and locations that we were sent to and they - they shuttled me from 

one place - you know, carried me from one place to another. Um, I f-1 remember 

that our first stop we were - we were at - there was rocks under my neck and a 

beautiful lady - a young girl says, you know, you Ye gonna be Okay. And she talks to 
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ms. She's like, look at rrje, honey, And, you Knpw, tryin' to comfort me and Pm lying 

there thinking oh my gosh | can’t fall asleep Put Pm tired but I hurts. You know? And 

she's telling me not to sleep and so of course Pm, like, stay awake, like you have to 

stay awake. Yog know? I remember saying 4MI ^WHfor my kid's 

names, And but \ - \ talked with her. i was like - she says, you know you have 

extensions. You !o0k beautiful and I said yes thank you, She said she's a hairstylist 

and l said okay thank you. You know? And I remember hearing conversations about 

- while that's going on I remember hearing conversation about a truck. I told my 

husband don't you remember the man Said I’m gonna pull up my ted truck and get 

you guys’ butt in here. Pm gonna go get my red truck and Pm gonna pull in just get in 

the back arid lets go. And I remember saying - thinking okay as soon as he gets 

here we're gonna go. Well for some reason we moved. I don't knpw if somebody 

told us it wasn't safe there or to hide for coverage somewhere else. Well we moved 

before tye truck - red truck even got there. We got to another location. I feel like i 

saw a red truck and I kept thinking why aren’t they putting me in the red truck? And 

then we moved again, And then we moved behind, like, a car and there was talk 

about an ambulance and I could hear and feel like, okay the ambulance is here. That 

was fast. And I remember thinking to myself, how did they get here this fast. Okay. 

They're here though, Um, they’re not gonna have enough room for me. Like, they're 

gonna be packed. And we didn’t get in that ambulance and - and then a - another 

point they also put me into a trash can - an empty trash can, like, the type that is long 

- long like this bed size almost. And it’s got that, like, slope at the front 
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AA: So they slide me in end they say it's gonna he easier for us to carry you and they 

Wheeled me and carried me in that, And so even then I’m only seeing, like - never 

am 1 really able to look around or think to. You know? Then at some point they slide 

me out and they said okay we’re gonna slide you out - we’re gonna slide you out 

Um, okay. So they slid me out and also I forgot to mention that at some of those 

points gentlemen took off their shirts and wrapped - and made tourniquet around my 

leg, Um, there was One man i recall spying i’m a firefighter, one.y end, uni, ope man I 

. or - or 1 think he. 

said he was a Marine, So I’m : I’m guessin’ that because with their collected, you 

know, knowledge, they Were able to - yeah - yeah - okay, ub, place those tourniquets, 

two shirts, in the end I remember I had two shirts and one belt and I think my 

husband will know more about when and where they put those on ’cause he was 

more present in - ip helping me where \ was just, like, in please don’t die, stay awake, 

you know? Fight through this type of - of mental state, Um, so then the last stop we 

were at - last, you know, moment i remember is we -1 look over and there’s a white 

car 'cause I’m thinkin’ why aren’t they putting me in a car? Why aren’t they - why 

didn’t i get in that ambulance? Why - why? You know? Why am I not leaving yet? 

Please - please. And so I remember somebody stopping a white car. 1 can’t tell you 

a model or - or make but a white oar with dark windows, Uh, sorbebody i think it Was 

a female banged on the door and said you have to take her - you have to take her. 

And, um, I don’t know if he hesF I don’t know what his reaction was but he took us. 
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He * we got in the back of his car* Uh* somebody pull- came around the pass- the 

back passenger side. My husband carried my -■ my bottom half and they kinds 

shoved me, you know* one man pulling me from the back side and him pushin’ me 

from * from my bottom side and* urn, pushing me in. They -1 said slam the door - 

shut the door - shut the door so that I could, like, lean on it My husband remained 

with me* urn* in the back seat behind his T he was behind the driver and my cousin 

got into the* um, passenger side. We drive. His name isflMand he - well I don't 

know if its my husband or ^ or my cousin who start, ybu know* who are you, sir. You 

know? Thank you so much. Please take us and it seemed like he didn’t know where 

he was going because my cousin was on the phOne with 911 saying, "My 

cousin’s been shot. We need to know where’s the closest hospital. We’re in a car.’1 

And I don’t know what the confusion was or what but at some point, they were like, 

we're ~ okay we’re gonna pull into the gas station. They’re gonna send an 

ambulance to us. So we did and I remember the driver getting out to try and help 

waive down, my cousin getting out and my husband stayed with me* And then i hear 

them coming back and - and I’m, like, aware. I’m, like, okay we're gonna wait here 

you know? And we’re gonna wait here for this ambulance* How long is this 

ambulance - is the ambulance down the street? Is he around the corner? Is that why 

we stopped? How does this make sense? So they get back into the car and they 

follow and ambulance and at that pointflp says, Tm just gonna go. i'm just gonna 

go and follow the ambulance. I don't card how fast I’m going." You know? And i 

could feel the speed even picked up - his - his speed picked up. And I thought 
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plbase don't«don't get into an accident on our way to the hospital* How tragic would 

that be? I thought no. People can do this - we can do this. We can - he can drive 

fast and get us there - he can get us there; And so after that we pull up and he's - he 

- we get into the hotel and my cousin^ and the whole time they're making 

conversation about Who are you and what do you do and * and, um, just to try and 

you know, break the silence and ease the tension and worry. But, um, we - we puli in 

and my cousin says, MHey funny story.” I think l had calmed down by then. 1 was 

kind Of quiet, you know? So he wanted to check on me and he says, “Hey this is the 

same hospital where we came, like, for - two, three years ago we had an incident 

where we were in Vegas and he needed a hospital His appendix was biowin’**, 

TT: MmLhm. 

AA; ***and - and so. He made a joke of this hey just so you know this is the same hospital 

Where 1 came* And so oh great It’s not you it’s mb; And I remember^# kinda 

stalling the car and somebody told him okay go - go and then just go ali the way in. 

He said oh okay, And so then they - like(f|(p had opened the door but then he 

closed it ‘cause he thought like, we were gonna get out and then we closed it. And 

then so then we drive up to the, um, to the doors of the emergency room. Again, I 

don’t really look up tp see or look around, I mean, to see and I’m still just looking up 

and at that point rm put on a gurney, f don't even remember being wheeled* You 

know? I don’t know if I blacked out, I don't know if I just wasn’t cognizant at that 

point* But I was wheeled in and was laying on * I was on my stomach - laying on my 

stomach and - on a gurney and I remember saying, um, it hurts - it hurts, like, I 
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didn't wanna be loud and [didn't wanna call too much attention because I was seeing 

women and hearing, you Know, men and women screaming in agony and i was 

seeing so much more blood and my pain was stilt there but it wasn't as intense and I 

kept tryih’ to tell myself okay you've got -1 knew that the wraps were there and I said, 

"Okay, Maybe I'm okay. Maybe that’s why they’re hot paying attention to me,” And 

so I was starting to be quiet and I thought^ "Okay, let me try to make some noise. 

Let me try to talk and - and announce that I am in pain. Maybe they don't know that 

I’m in pain.” So i start staying there and I start laying there and I don’t - again rm not 

aware of time. I couldn't tell you what hour it was; Urn,! had my fanny pack on still. 

I had a fanny pack with my cell phone on but it didn't click to me yet to register to, 

like, take out my phone and check or take out my phone and take a picture of what’s 

going on or call somebody. Urn, so lJm laying there, I start to announce to whoever j 

can, It hurts. Please, it hurts - please it hurts.” Um, l get like, stickers on me, 

bands on me, people writing on my pack, they’d stop and check in and say somethin’ 

like, uh, can you move your toes? Yes. Can you feel when I p- put pressure here? 

Yes. You know? Can you hear me? Can you see me? Yes - yes: Okay. And 

they’d go on. And so with those signs I interpreted it as okay I must be okay -1 must 

not be life threatening. So I c- it started to calm me and I kinds just dealt with the * 

with the pain. You know? And thought okay you can take this pain. You know? 

You can - you’re not a priority. If they’ve decided that you - you don’t need to be 

rushed somewhere then just trust their judgment. You know? 

TT; Okay, So at that time you're at the hospital and they were takin’ care of you? 
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AA: I’m - I’m in a hallway. 

AA: And there's tons of people in the hallway: i remember looking up kinds flipping back 

and forth and j see certain people ■-1 see people in chairs with, like, minor - even 

more minor wounds, um, and they were just kinds looking at me, 1 saw a man fully 

naked with a towel in front of him talking and vibrant, you know? And - and, uh, 

obviously upset, I mean, but he was talkative and sitting upright and! can’t believe 

what is happening - bare naked - naked completely with no shoes. 

AA: Um, but yeah. That’s what I recall from being there. At some point they give me 

medicine. Some point - and I kept asking for water. Can i please have water - can i 

please have water now - how - now? And then, uh, at some point they finally gave 

me my first shot of morphine for the night, I said thank you. That’s what I’ve been 

asking for and then Pm wheeled back into the hallway but now- now there’s less 

people and l had - and that’s when I - it occurred to me take out your phone, 1 start 

looking at my phone and I'm thinking what am l gonna look for. Am I gdnna be on 

Instagram right now? Am I gonna be on social media? No, I take out my phone and 

I record, I -1 put a picture of myself. I mean, I -1 turned the camera to myself and I 

turned around to others and I said this hallway was full now I feei like I’m one of the 

last ones. Then at that point I start calling well and then it occurred to me okay call 

'^HUcaiifflR- Um, they were separated, tbid me that they were separated. 
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iwas put into, like, family waiting room andMBM for some reason was kept in; 

like, the auditorium or vice versa* Um, so yeah* Then Tasked - I’m there in the 

hallway and I hear that your waiting for a uh, for a CAT span: Okay* I'm waiting 

for a CAT scan and the path has now gone away so now I’m collected and laying 

there* You know? One of the doctors had removed all my clothes. He finally said 

okay we're gonna remove all this* I said go for it I don’t care* Urn, made some 

jokes about if and I think at that point I’m starting to collect myself and regain that, 

you know, trust and faith that i’ll be okay* I - rye made it this far. I trust all their 

judgments. I think that I’m gonna be okay. You know? Based on their reactions I 

think Tm okay. 

Tt; Absolutely. Mm, now did they tell you what the bullet went through or,,* 

AA: At no point did they tell me, urn... 

TT: I mean, do you know..* 

AA: ...there was a exit one, No* There - there is no exit wound. The bullet - after my x- 

rays - yeah, l had x-rays and a CAT scan* But, urn, I remember, uh, they never 

discussed with me that it left my body* 

TT: Okay: So is the bullet,* 

AA: But I didn’t... 

TT; still in there? 
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Yes, The bullet is currently still in there and it's, urn, when the doctors - one of the 

doctors say it’s better to leave it in there- 

TT: Okay. 

AA; ...and that it’s in a tough position to get out. They wouldn't wanna go into that area* 

um, next to, like, my taiibohe area, So they’re.,. 

TT: They're just, like.,, 

AA: Mm-hm. They're saying, you know, if it's not causing any internal damage which 

from the scans and x-rays it's not so we’d rather just leave it untouched . 

IT; All right. Is there anything els© you can think about the shooting itself that would give 

you any - any reason, I mean, did you - did you actually see where the shots were 

coming from... 

AA: NO,.1. 

TT: ...that you remember? 

AA; I felt like they Were to my right 

TT: Okay. 

AA; So now it also makes sense that if he was to our right - he was at that Mandalari Bay 

then - or Mandalay Bay - he - then it makes sense why those shots seemed to me 

from, um, predominantly* uh, made to the right of - of - of my body. Um, however, 

when we're going under the - the bleachers we still were hearing shots being firpd 

then at the bleachers. We could hear bleachers, uh, shots on the bleachers. 
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IT: Okay. 

AA; And for some reason I have this notion that his - he's standing - he's looking at us- 

he’s closer to the stage area, uh, than the back area- And from reports that I’ve 

heard, you know: and again which is me just making up notions is that he started 

shooting forward and then back but I don't - I don't know. But that's just my 

concocted imagination that perhaps he started shooting down forward and then, you 

know - so from his right to left, 

IT: Okay. 

AA: Sul that's just nhy Weird. : . V11"' :"!'"■ ''v':' ' ■': 

TT: All right But otherwise you don't remember., 

AA: No. Nothing was, you know, odd or different I’ve been to several concerts. This 

one seemed smaller- This one seemed low-key. You know? I’ve been to some in 

Arizona and even those were wilder. You know? And - and people’s behavior's and 

the acts arid the vendors. This one 1 thought oh this is a small v~ even the number of 

people - 25.000, you know? 

TT: Mm-hm. 

AA: I thought oh this is small low-key. This is nothing you know? This is cute. This is 

nice. You know? And the performance - the list of performers - not a whole many of 

'em were... 

TT: Headliners, 
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AA; ...headline... 

AA: ;,.type, You know? So I thought oh okay, Maybe it didn’t attract a lot of attention, 

We were in our hotel and there were people who were saying what’s that? Route 91 

- you're hear for that? Uke, What is it? So kinda like the whole weekend we were 

just, like, guess it's not that big but it's cool. You know? And We enjoyed it. 

TT: Well this is the home of the, uh, home of the stage acts so,,, 

AA: Yeah, . 

TT: ...you know, p~ we have so many that.. 

AA: Right. And - and that’s what weTe 

TT; Most people won’t kpow,., 

AA: ...we’re discussing. We’re, like, there’s so many events going on. 

TT; Mm-hm. 

AA: You know? We found out there was some type of NASCAR event,. 

TT: Mm-hm, 

AA: NAS truck or somethin' the guy told us. We're like, oh okay, 

TT: All right, Well is there anything else you can think of that related to the shooting? 

AA: Sorry. 

TT: No, That's okay; We,„ 
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Like i said, l really felt like they were close tp us. 

TT: Okay, 

AA: yqu know? But that’s just my experience I think with sound and gunshot sounds, 

You know? 

TT: All right. 

AA: But I wish I could have been better. 

TT; Operator, this is gonna be the end of the interview, Uh, the tiros & going to how bp 

Medical Center, 3i86 s* Maryland parkway, las vegas, nv seios. 
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